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I 
Introduction 
X. Progress in medical image analysis 
It is widely expected that in the near future the use of pho-
tographic film in diagnostic medicine will be replaced by digital 
pictorial information systems. In this respect progress in the devel-
opment of Picture Archiving and Communication Systems (PACS) 
and medical workstations is frequently discussed (e.g.[lj). Until 
now. the main research effort has been focused on image acqui-
sition. archiving and display. Without doubt, however, the use 
of medical workstations for viewing will also stimulate interest in 
the use of image analysis techniques as a diagnostic tool. As it is 
commonly recognized that human vision is inadequate for making 
accurate measurements in images, supplementary use of fast and re-
producible computer analysis may be advantageous. For instance. 
local statistical variables which are hard to perceive may contain 
valuable information [2]. On the othei hand it seems unlikely that 
in the near futuie automated analysis will outperform the human 
eye in more complex vision tasks, 
Human vision cannot yet be matched, especially when some 'rea-
soniiig' is required involving the huge-scale structure of the imaged 
scene and the image formation process. In general such reasoning 
is necessary in vision because 3D descriptions of objects are to be 
inferred from mere 2D images of object surfaces. Only slow progress 
is made in solving this general problem [3]. Fortunately, however, 
problems encountered in medical practice are mostly less complex 
in this respect ' I j . For instance, images from CT or MR I devices 
already are geometrically precise 3D mappings of the imaged scene. 
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Moreover, as human anatomy guarantees a common image structure 
for a particular type of exam, much α prion knowledge is available 
to guide image analysis. 
Application of image analysis is beneficial especially when high 
speed or precise quantitative performance is required, and when the 
task to be performed is relatively simple. For this reason image anal­
ysis systems already are in common use in the field of quantitative 
microscopy . More complicated tasks still require interactive proce­
dures, such as manual outlining of regions of interest. It is important 
to realize that such slow man-machine interaction blocks further 
progress in many practical applications of image analysis. Partic­
ularly in 3D images, obtained by slice-wise recording, the manual 
approach is too tedious and inefficient for diagnostic routine. If reli­
able automatic methods were available for segmentation of relevant 
objects in images, such as organs, many challenging possibilities of 
quantitative analysis would come within reach. Some of these, are 
listed below. 
• Statistical studies of human anatomical geometry and tissue char­
acteristics in relation to disease. Relative volumes of organs, their 
shapes and location as well as detailed descriptions of the imaged 
tissues can be stored for large groups of patients. This information 
can be used in analysing individual variations for both normal and 
pathological states. 
• Treatment planning in radiotherapy. Three-dimensional CT or 
MRI image data are already widely used in therapy planning to 
optimize radiation dose distributions within the target volume and 
surrounding tissues [5], [6!. Dynamic methods applying variable 
shape collimators are used advantageously for treatment of complex 
shaped volumes or targets lying near organs at risk. To obtain ge­
ometrical information required for dose calculation semi-automatic 
procedures are used, in which human interaction is necessary to 
establish organ outlines. By (partly) replacing this time consum­
ing interaction by automatic segmentation routines a better cost-
etfectiveiiess and higher accuracy could be achieved. 
• Imatje présentât ton. New image display methods axe introduced 
for umvieiuent viewing of the huge amounts of data produced by 
(dynamic) 3D imaging devices ,8]. [7]. In clinical applications of 
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imaging in orthopedics and surgery the use of these methods have 
already proved to be useful in the design of bone-implants and op-
eration planning. Until now mostly reflective display methods are 
used to visualize 3D structure. In these methods reflections of organ 
surfaces to an observation point are simulated, given a predefined 
light source position. Before constructing such a surface display or-
gan contours must be extracted from the image data. This is fairly 
easy for structures imaged in high contrast such as bone. Soft tis-
sue contours, however, mostly must be entered manually. In [9] it is 
shown that presenting a coloured surface display of easy detec tibie 
boundary surfaces with ordinary grey-scale slices superimposed on 
them importantly facilitates interpretation of 3D image data, by 
making clear the position and orientation of the imaged cross sec-
tions. Arbitrary sections may be chosen interactively. 
• Data reduction. How to handle the enormous amounts of medical 
imago data in archiving and transmission is one of the main prob-
lems in the development of PACS. For this reason there is much 
interest in data compression techniques, both error-free and irre-
versible [1\ In medical practice generally some suspicion is felt 
towards the use of irreversible techniques, because these may pro-
duce small but unpredictable artifacts. If reliable and fast routines 
for image segmentation would exist a new powerful approach to im-
age compression would be possible by using symbolic descriptions. 
Often it is only necessary to store a limited part of an image error-
free (the inside of the skull, or the liver and surroundings). The 
other parts of the image could be sufficiently represented by their 
contours and, for instance, their grey-level histograms. 
The need for development of reliable image segmentation rou-
tines discussed above motivated the larger part of this study. 
2. Models for image analysis 
Models are used in many image processing applications like re-
storation. coding, image generation, and analysis. Various types of 
models used in image analysis will be discussed here 
Without appropriate models not much relevant information can 
be derived from image data. Both aspects of the imaged scene and 
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aspects of the image formation process can be modelled, although 
a clear distinction between these two cannot always be made. At 
a low level of processing models of image primitives like edges and 
regions are used in primitive detection algorithms. The underly­
ing. plausible assumption is that such primitives indeed represent 
relevant aspects of the imaged scene. At a higher level image mod­
els are used to describe classes of images. Basically these models 
are assumptions about the image data, which enable organization 
and representation of the image information. To check if a model 
permits a sufficient description of the image data, formulation of a 
reconstruction procedure can be useful. By reconstruction of given 
image from it's description it can be judged if all relevant informa­
tion is still present. 
Image models may be defined at different levels [lOj, which are 
categorized below: 
1. The array level. Images itself are defined at this level and also 
the output of many domain independent processing, like filtering, is 
sin image again. A well known technique based on modelling at this 
level is template matching. An overview of statistical models at the 
array level is given in [11]. Among these are markov random fields. 
which have Ьесл be succesfully applied in region segmentation and 
texture analysis. Image analysis tools defined at the array level of­
ten permit fast parallel implementation. 
2. The geometric level. Models at this levi1! aie concerned with 
shape. Image analysis methods based on shape are studied in math­
ematical morphology ¡13^ In particular, properties of particular im-
age transformations based on structuring elements are investigated. 
Image information is extracted by successively applying appropri-
ate transformations, irreversibily reducing the image content to one 
single aim [1*11. Statistical analysis of shape is studied in stochas-
tic geometry [161. Mathematical models to describe random geo-
metrical patterns are developed, as well as statistical methods for 
parameter estimation. Recovering information about 3D structtire 
from projections or cross sections is studied in stereology [15]. [16]. 
Assuming a statistical model of the imaged structure relations are 
derived to estimate global information. A typical example is esti-
mation of a size distribution of pores in some mineral body from 
an image of a planar cross section. The complex problem of infer-
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ring 3D structure from 2D surface reflection images still remains 
largely unsolved. Although useful models exist for compact coding 
of specific objects, and for image generation, these are not very well 
suited for recognition tasks [12]. As one has to deal with varying 
illumunation and orientation, the relation between such models and 
an object's appearance in an image may be very complex. 
3. The relational level. At this level spatial relations between ob-
jectb are modelled as well as object properties like size, orientation 
etc. Descriptions of relationsships between objects may conveniently 
be represented by semantic nets. Nodes of these nets correspond to 
the objects while arcs between nodes represent specific relations. In 
image analysis semantic nets can be used to constrain search areas 
for objects to be located. Classes of object arrangements can be 
modelled by using formal syntactic methods '18], which make use 
of so called 'production rules' to generate elements from a particular 
class. To find out if a given element b'elongs to a certain class the 
reverse task of parsing the element's description must be performed. 
Stochastic methods in which the occurrence of objects is modelled 
by point processes are formulated in [16]. The us.- of relational mod­
els often requires sequential algorithms. 
In general two types of models are distinguished, mostly referred 
to as declarative and procedural [10], [17]. In declarative models 
constraints on the image properties are explicit. Procedural models 
are more implicitly embedded in routines that generate or accept 
images. An extensively studied branch of the procedural approach 
is syntactic pattern recognition [18], in which image classes are de­
scribed by means of grammars. A basic drawback of this approach, 
however, is the fact that picture grammars are more suited for gen­
erating images than for the opposite task of image analysis. Also 
leaining is a severe weakness of formal syntactic methods, ал it is 
hard to infer a suitable grammar from a given set of input patterns. 
A new approach to image modelling is the use of large networks 
of interconnected processing elements, nowadays often termed neu­
ral networks [191. The behaviour of such networks . even if provided 
with only most simple Connectivity rules, appears to be unexpect­
edly intriguing and suited for many applications including pattern 
recognition and image modelling. Au important advantage of this 
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approach is the fact that learning may be easily implemented. A 
network can organize itself to recognize patterns by adapting con­
nectivity strengths between it's elements, when samples of the class 
that must be recognized are at the input. 
3. Contents of this study 
The first part of this study is devoted to an analysis of nuclear 
medicine images of myocardial perfusion. In chapter II a model of 
these images is designed in order to represent characteristic image 
properties. It is shown that for these relatively simple images a 
compact symbolic description can be achieved, without significant 
loss of diagnostically relevant information. The model is used to 
evaluate the diagnostic importance of several image properties. 
Possibilities for automatic interpretation of more complex im­
ages is investigated in the following chapters. The central topic is 
segmentation of organs. Two methods are proposed and tested on 
a set of abdominal X-ray CT scans. Chapter III describes a serial 
approach based on a semantic network and the use of search areas. 
Relational constraints are used to guide the image processing and 
to classify detected image segments. In the chapter IV and V a 
more general parallel approach is utilized, based on a шагко ran­
dom field image model. A stochastic model used to represent prior 
knowledge about the spatial arrangement of organs is implemented 
as an external field. In fact this is a generalization of the search area 
approach used in chapter III. The actual segmentation is performed 
by a relaxation mechanism. In chapter IV theoretical aspects of the 
method are discussed and a two-class application to segmentation of 
the spleen is presented. Chapter V describes simultaneous segmen­
tation of the left part of the abdomen into twelve classes, including 
the spleen, kidney, pancreas, and skeleton parts. 
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Modelling of myocardial 
perfusion images for the evaluation of 
diagnostic properties 
Nico Karssemeijer Eg G.J. Eijkman 
Laboratory of Medical Physics and Biophysics 
University of Nijmegen 
The Netherlands 
Structural models can he developed to describe specific сіаь&оь of 
imager. Ubiug such models individual imageb can he represented by 
sets of parameters defining variations from the common image struc­
ture. This has been applied to thallium-'201 myocard scintigrams. 
After normalizing image descriptions obtained from a reference set 
a mean normal image coidd be determined. By matching this with 
a set of normal and pathological cases the diagnostic importance of 
image properties could he analvtically determined. Furthermore it 
is shown that images can be reconstructed from their parameter de-
sciiptions with good resemblance to the originals. With an artificallv 
composed set of image:« an experiment •was performed to evaluate the 
impact of the image features on human visual analysis. Residís of 
the two feature evaluation methods corresponded. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the field of computer vision and artificial intelligence a t t empt s 
are being made to develop medical image unders tanding systems 1]. 
Because of their ability to make quant i ta t ive analyses these can be 
powerful tools in diagnostics. It is unlikely however tha t these sys-
tems will play any role of imperi ance until their method of analysis 
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is comprehensivo to the physician, who is finally responsible for their 
use. CONNERS [2] emphasizes this point by stating that these sys­
tems must make use of patterns it can describe in terms radiologists 
are familiar with and not just vectors of incomprehensible numbers. 
Therefore image representations shoiild be developed which relate 
closely to such terms. 
Medical imaging is usually performed in such a way that impor­
tant simplifications in the analysis process can be introduced [2]. 
First, in clinical routine шалу exams use a specified imaging ge­
ometry. Images are thus obtained from one specific point of view. 
Secondly, anatomical structures vary only slightly from individual 
to invididual. This implies that for a particular type of exam the 
global structure of the resulting images will be the same. They can 
be described by using picture models, which can be thought of as 
descriptions of classes of images [3]. 
In this study a structural image representation has been worked 
out for myocardial scintigrams. Image features are defined in visu­
ally meaningful patterns and a compact description of the essential 
image features is obtained. Moreover a reconstruction model is de­
veloped to generate images from this representation. By using a 
set of images with known final diagnosis an evaluation of the di­
agnostic value of the defined image properties has been performed 
in two ways. First by performing an experiment in which the sub­
jective importance of these properties in human visual judgement 
was studied and secondly by making an objective analysis of nor­
mal and abnormal variation of image properties, by matching each 
image with a well defined mean healthy myocardium. 
2. PROPERTIES OF MYOCARD SCINTIGRAMS 
A structural image representation will be developed for myocard 
scintigrams. First we will make an inventory of known image prop­
erties, The images show the myocardial perfusion of thallium-20l 
after intraveneous injection. For diagnostic purposes the activity 
distribution in the left ventricular wall is the most important part 
of the image. Background stiuctures and the right ventricle, which 
are sometimes partly visible, are mainly used for judging image 
quality. A schematic diagram of the image is given in fig. 1. 
STRAUSS and P I T T [i* give a detailed analysis of properties of 
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Figure 1. Myocardial scintigram. 
normal and abnormal myocard scintigrams. Lesions can be revealed 
by a local decrease of activity. They must differ at least 20 per cent 
from adjacent areas in order to be considered significant. The apex 
region has a normal decrease of activity in 55 per cent of the people. 
Furthermore phan tom studies, investigating system resolution and 
scatter effects, showed that lesions with diameters less t han half the 
thickness of the myocard and full thickness lesions less than 2.5 cm 
cannot be identified. This seems to be in agreement with resiilts of 
D E V A L K C / al. [5], who found that strong smoothing of myocardial 
scintigrams did not significantly affect the detoct ability of pathology. 
One of the reasons for this low resolution is the movement of the 
ventricle during image acquisition. 
3 . IMAGE REPRESENTATION AND RECONSTRUCTION 
From the reported description of known diagnostic properties we 
may conclude thai a s lructnral representation of myocardial sincti-
grains should give a detailed formulation of the properties of the 
left ventricular wall, where image background can be globally de-
scribed We will restrict ourselves to the ventricle and ignore image 
background. Fm further processing the moan background level is 
subtracted from each image. The images that have been used were 
recorded in LAO-3() position and are stored in 64 > 64 pixel ma-
trices, In order to process all images in the same way they were 
roughly scaled to the same size first and positioned with the central 
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part of the ventricle in the middle of the matrix. Because size of the 
ventricle can be a meaningful diagnostic image property the applied 
scaling factors were stored. For further imalysis however, size was 
not considered. 
We will describe the images as variations of the common imago 
structure. To formulate this structure we use a polar coordinate 
system with the origin at the centre of the ventricle. The image 
intensity function will be denoted by I(r. φ). Because of the approx­
imately round structure of the ventricle all images have in coniinon 
that to the first approximation the radial activity distributions I0[r) 
are equally shaped. The image representation should yield the most 
important variations of I{r) with φ . A particular variation of /{?-) 
will be described by parameters p,. The resulting image description 
will be thus be a set of parameter functions ρ,{φ), each representing 
a certain property of the image. Besides these functions a parameter 
Ι
ϋ
 will be added to represent central ventricular activity. 
Obvious variations of the radial intensity distribution are changes 
in height and position of the maximum. For a first aproximation 
we will describe the images by representing only these two features 
of the ventricular wall. The height of the maximum will be repre­
sented by a parameter pi(<p) and can be viewed as a measure for 
local wall activity. The positions of the maxima ƒ>_>(</>) will be used 
to represent the shape of the ventricle. This parameter is denned as 
the position on the radius halfway between the points in which the 
activil ν dropped to 90 per cent of the maximum activity ρι{Φ). This 
definition prevents small amounts of image noise to cause large fluc­
tuations in р>(ф). In case a maximum does not exist, which is the 
(ase when wall activity does not exceed central ventricular activity, 
a mean value of neighbouring maxima positions is used. 
Bv representing the image by the two defined parameter func­
tions a large reduci km of the original image data is obtained. To 
check the completeness of the description a procedure will be devel­
oped for image leconstrmtion. Using the central activity /ц and the 
parameters i>t(o) аш1уъ(<,4) as input, this procedure must compute 
a radial activity distribution l(r) for every direction φ. For this 
purpose we consider each radial activity curve to be composed of 
a svimnetric component, which describes the ventricular wall, and 
of a component describing the contivvl image part, where the latter 
component goes to zero when r approaces the position of maximum 
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Figure 2. Generation of radial activity curves as a function of three 
parameters PL . ;>> and Jo- Mean btanclardized components for (a) 
central activity <•(/·) and (b) wall activity w(r) are rescaled with p2 . 
After weighting with re.sp. IQ and pi the .sum of tliese components 
yields the radial activity curve (c). 
activity. Mean standardized shapes of these components w(r) iuid 
c(r) are shown in tíg. 2. They were obtained by averaging radial 
rtirve.s measured in different images and in a number of different di-
rections. Before averaging each curve was scaled to a mean position 
R of the т а х і ш ш п . With these standardized components radial 
activity distributions can be computed as follows. For a part icular 
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value of the position of maximum activity роіФ), the wall compo­
nent ш{г) is t rans lated for r > R. where for r < i î bo th w(r) and 
c(r) are rescaled. After this transformation the radial distribution 
can be computed by multiplying w(r) by ρι{φ) and by subsequently 
adding c(r) multiplied by I0 (fig. 2). 
F i g u r e 3. Original image and reconstructions. 
An example of image reconstruction following this procedure is 
shown in fig. 3. T h e resulting image was smoothed to reduce arte­
facts caused by the conversion of the polar description s t ructure to 
the carthesian image grid. A uniform 5 x 5 smoothing operator was 
used. Comparison with the original image shows that most image 
features are preserved. Only small differences in "wall thickness' 
occur. These, however, should not be neglected because they can 
indicate variations in thickness of the myocard or local abnormali­
ties in movement of the ventricle. Therefore a third parameter Рз{ф) 
is added to the description. 
To represent wall-thickness the deviation of the radial activity 
p a t t e r n from the mean distribution w(r) has to be computed. An 
obvious measure would be the width of the ventricular wall at a cer­
tain activity level. It is not easy however to obtain an accurate value 
for this quant i ty by direct measurement, because of quantization er­
rors. We used a more practical method by defining a wall-thickness 
parameter р:;(ф) as the mean wall activity at radial distances R/2 
from the activity maximum at 7ь((А). divided by the expected wall 
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activity w{R/2)I(p2) at these points: 
Рз = 
Црг + Д/2) + Црі - Я/2)_- f(Ä/2)/o 
~w(R/2)I(Ih)~ (1) 
As a correction on the value I(p2 — R/2) of wall activity inside 
the ventricle the term ~c(R/'2)I0 for central ventricular activity has 
been added. 
The reconstruction procedure is extended with a rule for reshap-
ing the wall activity distribution w(r). This is done by bringing 
values at r — R/2 and r 3R/2 into agreement with the measured 
activity level represented by p3 , while values at r — 0, r = R and 
r — 2R are fixed. To achieve this a heuristic approach was used by 
multiplying w(r) with f(r) defined as: 
ƒ(!•) = 
1 f 4 ( p 3 - l ) ( l ) a I 
г - Щ > R/2 
R\ < R/2 
Resulting wall activity curves are shown in fig. 4 for some values of 
Ря • 
By adding this extension the reconstructed images appear to 
be highly similiar to the original ones (Jig. 3). Therefore we may 
conclude that the ventricular wall can be described by the three 
parameter functions without significant loss of information. By way 
of illustration, fig. 5 is a diagram of the description of the image in 
fig. 3. 
Figure 4. Adaptation of the wall activity distrihution for different 
values of the wall thickness parameter: pj = 0.7. 0.8Г> ... 1.3. 
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Figure 5. Parameter functions representing the image shown in 
fig- 3-
A limited munber of samples M of the functions ρ,(φ) is sufficient 
to represen* the image. Using results of STRAUSS and P I T T [4j it can 
be shown that M should be 13 at least. This value has been used 
for the ret oust ructions shown in lig. 3 and for further analysis of tbe 
representation, described in the next section. For a description of 
sampling and reconstruction of the parameter functions is referred 
to the appendix. 
4 . EVALIATION OF DIAGNOSTIC IMAGE PROPERTIES 
A set of 20 normal and 20 abnormal images has been used to 
evaluate the importance of the defined features for diagnostics. To 
restrict the problem domain information provided by differences be­
tween images recorded at stress and at rest will be neglected. For 
each image the final medical diagnoses. Ьая«! on all relevant in-
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forniaiion about the patients condition, was known. We will con­
centrate on the features ventricular shape and wall thickness. Al­
though the importance of these features for perceptual impression 
is evident, we wonder to what extend they must be considered in 
the diagnostic process. To estimate the weight of shape and wall 
thickness in visual judgement an experiment, was performed. Hu­
man observers judged a series of images which were reconstructed 
from an artificially composed set of descriptions. Next a signal-
analytic approach was used to find out if results obtained for visual 
judgement are in accordance with results obtained by application of 
an objective image analysis procedure. 
4.1 Feature Importance for Visual Image InRpection 
Бог each of the 40 scintigrams an image description as defined in 
the previous section was derived. Because meaningful subpatterns. 
like shape, form a seperate part in this description, new image struc­
tures can be composed by concatenation of subpatterns of diffeient 
images. Moreover these can be made visible with the image recon­
struction procedine. Following this method 80 new images were 
generated by couibiiiing each normal imagi1 with one diseased, first 
by exchanging their shapes and secondly by exchanging wall thick­
ness. An example is shown in fig. 6. Together with the 40 original 
images, of which 12 normals and 12 abnormals were represented 
twice, a set of 80 + 40 f 24 - 144 images was obtained which was 
used to perform an observer test. To avoid other differences between 
the subsets than those caused by the exchanged features, original 
images too were generated with the reconstruction model. If wall 
thickness or shape are significant image properties for diagnostics, 
we may expect originally healthy images to be judged more diseased 
and originally ahnnnual images more healthy after the change. 
Four subjects with experience in judging scintigrams, three phy-
cicians and one member of the technical staif of the nuclear medkine 
department, and six unexperienced subjects participated in the ex­
periment. Unexperienced subjects had a short training session first. 
in which eoinmon characteristics of the normal scan were pointed 
out and in which a small learning set of representative pictures was 
shown Images of the learning set were others then those used in the 
experimental set. In the experimenf participants judged the images 
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F igure 6. Artificallv composed images, obtained by exchanging 
shape and wall thickness fnnctions between a normal (top) and an 
abnormal image (bottom). 
and classified them in one of the iollowhig categories: 
1. definitly normal 
2. probably normal 
3. slightly abnormal 
4. abnormal 
5. highly alinormal 
The images were presented in a random sequence and they were 
viewed on a light box. No restrictions were imposed on the durat ion 
of the experiment. 
The numbers of images which were judged more diseased, equal 
and less diseased after exchanging shape or wall thickness were 
counted. These numbers were compared with the normal varia-
tion of'judgement, which could be determined by evaluation of the 
score's for those images which were represented twice. Results are 
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Trained ] nontrained , 
___ __
 h
 """] о j T" - TlLi f ' 
Original " N + A / 2Γ '"56 Í 23^22^ 54 "| 24 j 
shape N 38 ] 40 , 22 ' 30 ' 38 \ 32" I 
^exchanged ^ A 17 60 ^23 26
 + 52J 22 ! 
Гтаіі thickness" ' X T2Çf' 44 27 * "29 * 46 ' 25 I 
¡_ wcclianged_ A J_21 48_ 31 25_45 ' 30_, 
Table 1, Percentages oí images judged more diseased ( ). equal (0) 
and less diseased (-t-l. for normal (X) and abnormal (A) images. 
given in table 1 Both for trained and nontrained subjects the num-
ber of equal second judgements is about 55 per cent when the same 
image is judged twice. In both cases this number decreases after one 
of the image features is exchanged, where for comparison the mean 
percentages of normal and abnormal must be regarded. Taking to-
gether trained and nontrained subjects the decrease rould be shown 
to be significant, by chi-square analysis, for both changes of shape 
and wall thickness (p <. 0.1 resp. ρ < 05). This indicates that 
both studied image properties have some influence on the decision 
process. Furthermore table 1 shows that for experienced subjects 
in particular the general tendency seems to be that normal images 
are judged more diseased, and abnormal ones are judged healthier 
after feature exchange. To some extent, the same holds for non-
trained subjects when wall thickness is exchanged, but fox shape 
the judgement changes don't seem to be correlated with health or 
disease. Experts thus seem to be able to extract some additional 
information about pathology from shape and wall thickness of the 
ventricle. Next we will investigate if this contributes to the quality 
of the classification. 
ROC analysis has been used to calculate values for the de-
tectability index d' for pathology from the experimental data '6], [7]. 
In this analysis the discrete response category scale is transformed 
to a continuous scale of a decision variable X. The five categories 
are scpcrated by four subjective criterion values of Λ', which can 
be estimated if an imdeilying distribution of A' is assumed for both 
norinal and diseased cases. Each criterium gives a point of the ROC 
curve (the relation between hit rate and false alarm rate), that is 
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laken to represent the subjects performance. Assuming underlying 
distributions to be normal, ROC curves can be characterized by two 
parameters, the separation of means d and the ratio сгд/^. , with 
<т \ and σ,ν the standard deviations of the distributions for abnor­
mal and normal. However, a single parameter can be thought to 
represent the overlap of the two distributions, 
d' = - i _ (3) 
which is called the detectability index [8]. To check the useful­
ness of this parameter for unequal variance cases, we calculated the 
overlapping area of two normal probability distributions for various 
values of σ.\/σ\ . It was found that the overlap is overestimated by 
d' as the difference between the two variances increases, but that ' 
the error is within 10 per cent if стл/ол- is in the interval [0.6 ; 1.6] 
and if (i' is greater than 0.5. 
To fit ROG-curves with the experimental data we used that op­
timal likelihood estimation described by G R E Y and MORGAN [8]. 
For each trial the chi-square goodness of fit of the model was cal­
culated to check the assumption about normal probability distribu­
tions. None of the resulting curves had to be rejected. Experimental 
d'-values are summarized in table 2, where for each subject also the 
mean ratio of standard deviations is given. It appears that differ­
ences between observers are rather large. Because this will partly be 
due to limited accuracy we will concentrate mainly on mean results. 
For experienced subjects there is a significant decrease in the mean 
value of d' after exchanging shape or wall thickness (t-test. ρ < .05 
геьр. μ '-. 0.1). The mean value for unexperienced subjects is not 
significantly affected by the image changes. Obviously they mainly 
use the one-dimensional pattern of maximum wall activity. Surpris­
ingly enough for the original images the mean d1-value of uontrained 
subjects is only slightly lower than the mean result of the trained. 
Taking the numbei of subjects iato account the difference is not 
significant (t-test. ρ -^ 0.1). 
It should be realised that the effect of the features studied is 
in fact counted twice in the relative changes of the d1-values. If all 
tea tures were exchanged, judgements would be reversed and d' would 
be equal but negative. Note further that the difference in effect of 
wall thickncbs and shape on the mean f/'-value of the experts cannot 
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Subject 
Trained 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Nontrain 
5 
ι 6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Original Shape 
exchanged 
d' d' 
1.71 .89 
1.19 
1.18 
1.77 
Ì.46 32 
ed 
1.20 
1.51 
1.45 
1.43 
.94 
1.22 
" L29 . 2 Γ 
.13 
1.00 
1.03 
.76 .43 
1.22 
1.38 
1.70 
1.99 
.97 
1.01 
1.35 .44 
Wall thicknebb 
exchanged 
" " * " : j 
1.24 
1.28 
.90 
.84 
1.07 .23 1 
.57 
1.67 
1.21 
1.98 
.90 
..81 
1.19 .54 
.65 
.66 
.72 
.60 
Tos 
.99 
.60 
.92 
1.01 
1.13 
Table 2. Detectability indices for original and changed image sub­
sets. Mean if-values and standard deviations are given bolow each 
column. 
be considered significant, because it is only caused by the deviating 
results of subject 2. 
4.2 Feature Evaluation by Signal Analysis 
We will study the diagnostic power of a simple pattern classifi­
cation scheme when it is subsequently applied to the defined image 
subpatterns This power will be an indication for the diagnostic 
quality of those features Each of the three image subpatterns is 
represented by a parameter function рі{ф), which Ls calculated from 
the image description by interpolation. To find a measure for patho­
logical indications in Ρι{φ) we consider the dissimilarity between 
ρ,{φ) 'and ρ,(φ). the averaged parameter functions for normal im­
ages. Two measures which express this dissimilarity are evaluated: 
the root mean square al of the difference and one minus the corre­
lation coefficient r,. 
For optimal performance the functions p,(<£) must be normal-
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¡zed first by removing known nonpathological variation. Within 
certain limits a rotation of the ventricle should not influence diag-
nosis. Therefore all images were rotated to the same position of the 
base of the ventricle. This position was determined by the minimum 
in Pi(0). which represents maximum wall activity, in a region of 90" 
around the mean base position. Furthermore the parameter func-
tion« pile), which describe shape, have been corrected for unequal 
definition of the centre of the ventricle. For each image the centre 
of gravity was estimated from ƒ>>(<ƒ>)> and was used as new central 
point for recalculation of shape parameter functions. Fnially maxi-
mum wall activity functions were scaled to the same memi function 
value. This· was done because the images were recorded in preset 
count mode, which implies an equal total activity in each image. 
Therefore absolute values of wall activity are dependent of other 
image features like wall thickness and image background. 
The mean normalized functions ρ,(ψ) were calculated from the 
20 normal images in our test set. Those images were also used 
in the matching procedure. In order to avoid matching of a normal 
image with a mean to which the image itself contributed, normal im­
ages were matched with means obtained by averaging the remaining 
normal ones. For both correlation coefficient and root meati square 
value detectability indices were determined for each of the three pa­
rameter functions using eq. (3). Results are shown in the first row 
of table 3. Each value has been tested to be valid with respect to the 
assumption of normal probability distributions by a chi-square test 
at the 0.05 level. It appears that the maximum wall activity pat­
tern gives more information about pathology than wall thickness. 
The shape parameter functions don't indicate existing pathologies 
when using this method. Furthermore these results show that for 
maximum wall activity the root mean square gives a better measure 
for dissiuiilaritv than the correlation coeiheient. Because the differ­
ence between the two meaMtres lies in the fact that, the latter does 
not lake the variances of the curves into account, it follows that 
the variance of />i(<i>} is a meaningful parameter for the detection of 
pathology. 
We tried to improve performance by further normalization of the 
paianieter curve's. A source of noise in our similarity measurements 
i1- the varying position of the apex with respect to the base of the 
ventricle. Thb position has been normalized for those images for 
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which the apex could be localized by a inminium in tracer activity. 
For most images this was the case, due to a thinning of the myocard 
at this point. The apex inininium was shifted to a position opposite 
to the base, while the base position was fixed. Linear interpolation 
was used to compute the corrected parameter functions by stretch­
ing or pushing in septum and lateral wall. Using these corrected 
curves leads to the results shown in the second row of tabic 3. 
__ _ _L1 __Ii ι 1 ~ r- ! 1 Γ L* „_•!!. 1 S 2_. *3_i 
i normalized functions_ .55 _ц .СЮ_[".55 ? 1.08 \Ö7 \ .49" 
'ι apex position normalized .75 .31 .71 , 1.14 .34 | .61 • 
¡ apex region left out _ 7 .86 " ^ .32 ' "ТбЗ^ І ^ б Т Т п ^ ^ б ¡ 
' τ ι/σ.ν __~ _7 ι Í7c р І Л ^ \ У- ^J.-5 î 1.2 ' О ' 
Table 3. Diagnostic power of the three parameter functions ex­
pressed by rf'-values, for both 1 - г and .$ used as measures for dis-
similaritv. 
In all cases a higher ri'-value is obtained. This justifies the nor­
malization of the apex position. Most striking is the large relative 
iiuprovement of performance for shape parameter functions. Fig. 7 
gives some examples of these corrected functions and shows their 
fluctuation around the mean normal patterns. Tracer concentra­
tion in the region of the apex shows a large variation for normal 
images, partly due to different positions of the heart in the chest. 
This suggests that exclusion of this region could be advantageous. 
By leaving out a region of 50" around the apex the d'-values given 
in the third row of table 3 were obtained. It appears that only the 
detect ability of abnormalities in maximum wall activity is increased 
in this way. 
Weighting factors were determined for an optimal combination 
of image features. This was done by maximizing d' for (he projection 
of the two image clases on a variable χ defined as 
X - Wxf<
x
 \- (i!j.S2 f 1(!.,(1 - Γ}) ( 4 ) 
with weighting factors w,. Optimal results were obtained when the 
curves norniali/.ed for apex position were used and when for calcu­
lation of .si the apex region was left out. A maximum was found at 
te ι - .6. ti'2 .2 and u'3 .2 with d' 1.40. 
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Figure 7. Xormali/ed раглшИст fimctioiib mid their flmtuatioii 
aiound the nieau noinial patlrnis (dotted). 
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5. DlSC'USSION 
In this study a representation of myocardial perfusion images 
has been worked out with which these images can be described as a 
variation of a common global structure. In this representation the 
two-dimensional image data is mapped on some one-dirnensional de-
scriptions of local properties of the ventricular wall. The advantage 
of s\ich a representation lies in fact that the essential image informa-
tion is made easily accessible for further processing, while a large 
amount of irrelevant image data is deleted. f\irthermore a close 
relation can be obtained between terms used for image description 
and human visual concepts. The original image data of the myocard 
scintigrams, which was stored in C4 *• 64 matrices, was reduced to 
47 parameter values. Taking into account the quantization level of 
the defined parameters this yields a 130:1 compression ratio. 
We have shown that it is possible to reconstruct images from 
these descriptions with dose resemblance to the originals. This was 
done by modelling the common image structure and by specifying 
how this structure had to be modulated by a particular image de-
scription. Except for testing the comploteness of a description this 
reconstruction is also shown to be useful for evaluation of the diag-
nostic importance of the defined image properties. 
It was found that most information about existing pathology 
used by human observers was present in a one-dimensional descrip-
tion of maximum wall activity. Generally trained subjects were also 
able to use wall thickness and shape of the ventricle for the detec-
tion of pathology, where uontraiucd could not. Comparison of their 
results however shows that the quality of judgement is only slightly 
improved by this additional information. Evidently the amount of 
useful information which can be visually extracted from wall thick-
ness and shape is relative small. For optimal visual detection of 
abnormalities the importance of these image properties should not 
be oveiestimated. 
A priori knowledge about possible manifestations of pathology 
was used to normalize the myocard descriptions by removing known 
mmpathological information. These normalized descriptions were 
used to compute a description of a mean healthy myocard by aver-
aging. By matching this with the description of a particular image 
a measure for pathological indication could be defined. Using op-
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tiinal normalization the diagnostir power of this method (d'=1.40) 
appeared to be comparible with the mean result of trained sub­
jects {d'-~ 1.46). Furthermore it appeared that, just as for visual 
judgement, shape and wall thickness do not contribute much in the 
recognition process. Using only maximum wall activity a a'-vahie 
of 1.26 was obtained. 
We used d'-values as a measure for amount of overlap of the deci­
sion variable distributions for the normal and diseased image classes. 
When the variances of the two normal distributions are equal this 
is the only parameter of interest for evaluation purposes. Otherwise 
also the ratio of the standard deviations σi/σχ can be considered. 
A low ratio is advantageous if a sensitive test is needed. Then a 
criterion can be given at which the false negative rate is relative 
low. A high ratio is better for a specific test. Companug the values 
of rr ι/σ\ given in table 3 with those in table 2 shows that the visual 
and computed judgements are different on this point. Especially for 
trained subjects the standard deviation ratio is considerably lower. 
Therefore we may expect them to perform somewhat better when 
sensitivity is required. 
APPENDIX 
To obtain proper samples of ρ,(ι^) the functions were low-pass 
filteret! first to avoid errors due to the aliasing effect. By applying 
Shannons theorem it can be shown that all higher harmonics with 
f.- ,•> (M — l)/2 should be zero to avoid such errors. This was 
taken care of by removing these harmonics from the spectra P,{k). 
whidi were obtained by fourier expansion of the periodic functions 
1>,{φ). by applying a 'rectangular' filter function H{h). Equidistant 
samples ¡),('2πΐίΐ 'M) were taken after a transform back to the spatial 
domain. 
For ittiage reconstruction the continuous versions of the parame­
ter functions were recovered by interpolation of the sampled versions 
with: 
M 
1>',{Ф) Х>,(27пн/М}/і(0 2π»ι/Λ/) (5) 
m 1 
where /) is the inveìье fourier transform of the applied filter. When 
Л/ is odd it can be shown that (5) gives an exact reconstruction of 
the filleted parameter functions. 
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A method is proposed for segmentation of organs ш CT-iniage 
seciuences An important feature of the method is the use of search 
areas to guide the segmentation process Time consuming data di­
rected operations are restricted to these aieas instead of being ap 
plied to the whole image \ search area for a particular anatomical 
stnuture is determmed In constraints derived from a model of the 
imaged scene and In results alieach obtained m the recognition pro­
cess The method has been succesfullv applied to recognition of the 
spleen in abdominal Х-гал CT scans 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In medical imaging the process of d a t a accpnsition and image 
piocessmg hdh been improved enormously over recent years In 
contrast with this the process of recognition a n d interpretat ion of 
images has not shown a similar pi ogress ш medical practice This 
29 
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relatively slow progress must be a t t r ibu ted to the difficulty of accu-
ra te segmentation of images. Recent studies adressing this subject 
are given by N E W E L L and S Q K O L O W S K A [1] and S T I E H L [2], both 
with applications to X-ray computer tomography (CT) of the brain, 
and by S HANI [3], who uses explicit geometrical organ models to 
recognize s t ructures in abdominal CT. If reliable routines can be 
developed for extraction of organ outlines in. for instance. CT-scan 
images, a wide range of possibilities for fast automated analysis is 
within reach, like quantification of tissue characteristics, volume-
try. and three dimensional (3D) morphometry. Also 3D display 
techniques are expected to be useful in many biomedical problems, 
although clinical validation of these techniques seems to lag their 
development ¡4]. 
In ¡mage processing we can distinguish image segmentation from 
image unders tanding or recognition [5]. Segmentation decomposes 
the image into regions, while the recognition process generates a 
description of the image by assigning labels to these regions, corre-
sponding to a model of the imaged scene. Although it might seem 
advantageous to keep the segmentation process completely da ta di-
rected, to remain independent of a special image domain, it. is being 
understood more and more nowadays tha t in a practical system seg-
mentat ion and recognition should not be independent. To compen-
sate for poor image da t a the segmentation process may, for instance, 
be provided with context information, derived from a model describ-
ing the imaged sceno. In the method which will be proposed here 
this approach is utilized by using search areas to guide segmentation 
processes. Although some use of heuristics could not be avoided the 
larger part, of the processing could be fitted into a structure which 
is generally applicable. 
In this s tudy the method which has been developed was applied 
to recognition of the spleen in abdominal X-ray CT scans. Gen-
eral aspects of the method will be discussed in the next section. 
Subsequently the image data and the specific procedures used in 
segnientaliou of the .spleen will be described. The results have been 
used to compute the splenic volume. Increase of splenic volume can 
o a m when this organ is involved by tumor in patients width one 
of the malignant diseases of the lymphoid system (Hodgkin disease, 
nou-IIodgkin's lymphoma, some types of leukemia) ^6j. [7^. For 18 
patients .spleniс volumes are compared with those obtained from 
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contours designated by a radiologist. 
2. METHODS 
In this section general methodological aspects will be discussed. 
In the first paragraph we will comment the choice of handling each 
image in a series of scans separately, instead of principally approach-
ing such a scan sequence as being three dimensional. Furthermore 
we will discuss the use of a priori knowledge and define a control 
structure, determining the order of evaluation of the image parts. 
For each image part to be labeled a particular procedure is created. 
The common structure of these procedures is discussed in the sec-
ond paragraph. 
2.1 Globñl Search Strategy 
A CT-image sequence provides a three-dimensional scene repre-
senting the X-ray attenuation of the anatomical structures inside 
the body. It might seem attractive therefore to perform the analy-
sis of the scene in ЗО-ьрасе. It should be noted, however, that the 
resolution perpendicular to the scans normally is about an order 
lower than in the scanning planes, perhaps even worsened by the 
fact that during the time between acquisition of subsequent scans 
the patient may havo slightly moved. Furthermore it should be re­
alized that in most cases each scan itself contains enough clues for 
reliable extraction of organ boundai'ies. since it is common practice 
for radiologists to do this by hand. For these reasons we preferred 
to perform the first analysis on each scan separately, introducing 
knowledge about the 3D structure only when necessary in a later 
stage. This approach has the additional advantage of needing less 
imago storage facilities 
Image understanding requires a priori knowledge about the task 
domain 8]. Such knowledge may be about the spatial relationships 
between the imaged objects or about individual object attributes. 
Instead of using this knowledge only in a later stage, for interpreta­
tion of regions already established by domain independent process­
ing, it can also be used to guide the processing. This idea has been 
applied in the present method. The main point is the use of knowl­
edge about the spatial relationships between objects in the scene to 
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Figure 1. Semantic network representing a part of the abdomen. 
constrain search areas for objects to be identified. Because opera-
tions on pixel level can be restricted to these areas, it is dear that 
this model guided approach avoids unnecessary processing. More-
over it will be shown that this use of search areas is an elegant way of 
incorporating global considerations about the image structure into 
the segmentation process, increasing it's reliability. 
A semantic network is used to model the structure of the im-
age. An example of such a net. reflecting a part of the structure 
of the abdomen, is shown in fig. 1. The nodes of the net. repre-
sent image regions belonging to specific objects in the image. The 
arcs between the nodes represent relations between the image parts. 
Each node of the net symbolizes a specific promhire for detection 
of the corresponding image region. The structure of these segmen-
tation procedures will be discussed in the next section. The order 
of evaluation of the segmentation procedures is to be determined 
by a control structure. This order is of main importance because 
performance of a procedure may depend largely on the amount of 
knowledge already gathered in the recognition process. A natural 
choice of the order of evaluation is to be based on the rule that the 
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procedure which has the largest chance to be succesful, based on 
what is known so far, should be started. Application of this rule in 
analysis of abdominal CT causes bone parts to be identified first, 
because these can be easily segmented by thresholding. The detec-
tion of ribs, spine, and sternum will be followed by construction of 
the rib cage, which can be viewed as a general search area for the 
interior organs. 
2.2 Structure of the Segmentation Procedures 
To perform the recognition task three types of data are accessi-
ble to the individual segmentation procedtires: (a) the image data, 
(b) positions and shapes of already labeled regions and (c) a Hst of 
parameter-values. The latter represent explicit knowledge about the 
imaged scene, for instance describing sizes of the patients body or 
representing mean values of shape descriptors for particular anatom-
ical structures. Parameter values may be set a priori or may be 
determined from the image data, before or during the recognition 
process. 
The following stages can be distinguished in a segmentation pro-
cedure: 
1. search area determination 
2. binarization 
3. transformation 
4. identification 
In the first step the search area for the object to be identified is con-
structed by using the relations defined in the semantic net and the 
outlines of already labeled image parts. If needed also additional 
parameters like sizes and reference coordinates are used. Steps two 
and three are operations on ihe image data inside the search area. 
First an initial classification of pixels is carried out by thresholding 
or windowing, resulting in a binary image of object and background 
regions. This operation may be followed by a morphological trans-
formation (see appendix), which can be applied, for instance, for 
separation of loosely connected regions, or to fill up holes and con-
nect clusters of object areas. In the fourth step the resulting set 
of pixels is examined in oider to find a region having attributes 
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corresponding to the object to be identified. For this pvirpose each 
connected region of object pixels in the binary image array is con­
verted to a chord list, in which its boundary is stored in a run length 
representation [9], whicli is efficient and more convenient for extrac­
tion of geometric features like area and centre of area. Features 
representing tissue characteristics can be determined by using the 
selected regions as masks on the original image. The collection of 
chord lists of all individual objects in the search area form a com­
plete representation (if the binarized image, which will be referred 
to as a segment table. Such a table can be generated by one pass 
through the image array. 
If the identification fails it is possible to adjust the bcgmentation 
procedure to the situation encountered and to run it again, for in­
stance, by using a more restricted search area or by applying another 
transformation. As a final means to obtain additional constraints 
for search area restriction information from neighbouring scans in 
(he image sequence may be used. In a few cases this method was 
applied in segmentation of the spleen. 
3. IMAGE DATA AND RESOLUTION REDUCTION 
The set of CT-images used in the present study consists of 18 
ьсгіеъ of 512 - 512,* 12 bit abdominal cross sections. Each sequence 
contains at least the full volume of the spleen, spread over 4 to 10 
slices. The total number of scans is 111. The scans were recorded 
on a Soiuatom 1)113 Manner at a voltage of 125 kV and a slice 
thickness ol 8 mm. Thev are equally spaced on distances of 16 mm. 
Fur reconstruction the routine kernel was used. 
The le^olution of the images has been reduced before image anal-
vsi^. For the detection of larger image structures a lower resolution 
i> advantageou1· for two reasons. Firstly the number of computa­
tions will be fewer Secondly confusing irrelevant details may not 
appear at the reduced resolution IO1. Once the global outline of 
an object ha* been found the contour inav be refined in a higher 
icsohition. Tin* last issue will not be adressed in this paper. In 
ош application the seaidi for global organ outlines was performed 
on 128- 128 images. The choice of this resolution level is related 
tu the si/e of the cross sections ol' the ribs, which were the smallest 
stiui'tuie* to be identified 
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A median filter [9] has been used to obtain low resolution ver­
sions of the original 512 χ 512 images. Pixel values of the low 
resolution image are determined by the median pixel value of cor­
responding 4x4 neigborhoods in the original image. By using the 
median the important, edge information is prevServed bettor than 
when using more common techniques for resolution reduction, like 
averaging or Gaussian blurring. 
4. LABELING OF THE B O N E PARTS 
Scaling parameters »
ί} representing the size of the rib cage are de-
tenuined in each of the involved cross sections before starting the 
recognition process (fig. 2) '. Furthermore in each scan an eas­
ily detectable reference point (rj.ro) is determined, chosen in the 
spinal canal against the spinal body. Both scaling parameters and 
reference point coordinates are determined by heuristic procedures. 
which will not be discussed here in detail. Results of both proce­
dures are inspected on their continuation in SD-space. 
4.1 Spinal Collumn Segmeutation 
The procedure for segmentation of the spinal collumn has 
been subdivided into three parts. First the spinal body is isolated. 
then the arch and dorsally located structures are labeled and finally 
the lateral area is searched for the transverse processes (fig. 3). A 
.search area for the spinal body is defined relative to the already de­
termined reference point vent rally in the spinal canal (fig. 3a). The 
image is binarized by thresholding and an opening operation is per­
formed on the image within the search area to remove small details 
like the upper parts of the ribs (fig. 3b). Then the image is converted 
to a segment table and features are determined for evaluation of the 
remaining regions (fig. 3c). The features used for classification of 
the spinal body are centre of area position, area, and compactness. 
The latter measure is defined by the square of the perimeter divided 
by the area [10]. If there are holes in the binary image of the spinal 
'The images presented in this paper are reflected with lespeet to the usual 
clinic <il setting, m order to maintain oanespondencp with the directional relations 
giu'ii in fig· 1 To avoid problems in lepmduction of the fisuresv a low u'solutkm 
dot coding has been used foi indieatinu of grey levels 
с 
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Figure 2. Deliuuiou of the scaling parametei*· s,/ «tini referente 
point (/1 Í >) 
bod\ no (onsisteul result will be ionnd (fig 3d) This cannot he 
a\oidpd Ь\ taking a lower tlneshold because absoiption values in­
side the spmal body may be lower t h a n in the smrounding tissue 
t>spK tally foi ("Idei patients In this ca.se a closing is performed on 
the image to iill up the holes (fig Зс) алсі the pioceduie is repeated 
{fig ЗП 
Ί lie spiiicd aich and •-pmoous pi oc esses aie located at the dor­
sal side ot the spinal body and can be found < asüv by tlnesholclmg 
this legion (fig 1) For segmentation of the t iausveise piocesbes 
thos« object legions ш the leiuamuig pai t of the image aie cou-
s i d u e d which a ie connected to the spmal aich These nun de])ict 
libs p i o u s s c s oi a connection of both Two gcometnc features 
lepiesenting the place al which a legion ι·~ comiiHtcHl to the aich 
rind it s latcial (x l ins ion aie used toi classification lu case iden-
I du at ion basi d on these leatmes fails an ad hoc pmcedure is used 
to e x t b u t tin pail ol the object region more hkch belonging to tin 
spin» Some (xaniplos a u shown in tig 1 If the issue oi accurate 
st ine nt it ion iicai the spin« is import aut one' slmuld use multiple 
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Figure 3. Segmentation of the spinal body: An opening is performed 
within a search area (a.b). after which features of the obtained object 
region(s) are determined for classification (c). If the begmentcd region 
іч rejected (d) due to holes in the spinal body a closing is performed 
first (el). 
thresholds to reveal more detailed structure, or go to a higher res­
olution level. For purpose of rib cage construction these detaik are 
not essential. 
4.2 Sogmvutatwu of Ribs and Sternmn 
As a search area for ribs and stcrmuu the total image with 
exclusion of the already labeled area of the spine is used. A binary 
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F i g u r o 4. Dotet tioii of tlu spinal fiich and piot esses В\ tlmsliold 
mg th( legitm n^lit untUr tlu spinai hodv the ai eh and the spmeons 
piotess aie labeled (a) The spinai miss section is tompleted In ideii-
tiÍMii^ the li aussei se piote^ses m the objet t regions tonnet ted to the 
spinal anh (ht d) 
iniagt is о Ы л ш и І In t lursl ioldmg This miago i.s cam erteti to л sog 
ment ta bit and lor cadi segmented legion the tout ie oí area position 
anti a i t a art t a k u l a t t t l The mam iea tme имчі for Klontifitahou is 
the (listarne bt tween tentrt of area position and a refeiente c in\e 
l e p n s e n t m g possible jiositions oí tilt l ib tage (hg 5) The refer 
tn t t (uivt is deteimmetl b \ staling and positioning a fixed standarti 
H U M a u o i d m g to the pa i amt t e i s s(J and t, tlehned ш fi^ 2 For 
iuitlit ι ulentiht at ion t o n s t i a m t s on the si/e of tin4 іе»і<лі s area have 
b u n us< d also takt η r t l a t n t to the patient s si/e 
In an < \alnati(m fast tht result of tin labelmg is dietked It <ψ 
[xMittl that m a ítw tases <i small datk legion lep ies tn tmg ton t ias t 
Huid was l a b d t d as a u b 1» taust its lot at ion was near the leftr 
in t t t n i \ t Ft) seit 11 these m t o i r u t l v lain led regions we applied a 
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F igure 5. Segmentation of the ribs. A binary image containing the 
ribs ami regions of contrast fluid (the stomach) is obtained by thresh-
olding the image, with exclusion of the already identitied spinal re-
gion A reference cune representing probable rib-locations is shown. 
The distaili e to this curve is one of the features for selection of the 
ribs. 
rule demanding the ribs' positions to form a convex pat tern , with 
an exception for those lying next, to the spine. To perform this test 
the ribs had to be ordered clockwise first. 
4.3 Couetruction of the Riii Cage 
The area which is enclosed between ribs, s ternum and spinal 
collimili will be referred to as the rib cage. Where possible i t ' s 
outline follows the inner side of the bone structure. Between the 
bone par ts , where the rib cage contour may be less obvious, it 's 
boundary is to be determined by interpolation. As the rib cage is 
constructed from already labeled bom' par ts the original image da t a 
is not used in this procedure. 
The structure of the procedure is as follows. Firstly a closed 
contour is generated through the bone structures by interpolation. 
Then the region inside the contour is labeled as rib cage, with ex-
clusion of the bone pixels. Fixed points for the interpolation are 
κι 
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Figure 6. lutei palatum thiougli ribs, steimim and vertebral col-
lumn. A ріесем-ise polynomial interpolation is used tlnougli fixed 
points defined on the bone structure. The region inside this (ontoui 
is labeled аь libcage. after substiaction of the already labeled bone 
aieas. Tissue outside the lib cage has. been labeled bv thresholding. 
determined bv calculation of centre of area points of ribs, spinal 
bodv and sternum. Furthermore an extra point i.s added in case of 
tho.se Imvei scans which do not contain a s ternum cross section, to 
avoid a large gap in the frontal area. This point is determined by ex-
t i a p o k t i o n of the s ternum position from higher scans. A piecewise 
cubìe polviwmial interpolation .scheme is applied to generate the 
( ontoui To obtain a smooth curve continuity of the first derivative 
is imposed acioss each point, except for the fixed point inside the 
spinal bodv. In this point a discontinuity of the tangent direction 
allow.s the curve to bend sharply towards the closest ribs on both 
sides oí the spine. An example of the l ib cage construction is shown 
in lig b. 
5. RECOGNITION OF THE SPLEEN 
The spleen must be located inside the rib < age and on the left side 
of the spinal coliumn This a prioii knowledge1 is used to construct 
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Figure 7. Recognition of the spleen. By ail erosion the binari¿ed 
search area is cleaned from small details and loosely connected large 
structures, in this case the spleen and pancreas, are seperated (a). 
After classification a dilation рннніеь the splenic otitline (b). 
the splenic search area Inside this area the image is binarized by 
a windowing operation, where a pixel value interval of fixed width 
has been used, around the mean pixel value of the spleen. For each 
image sequence this mean level is estimated by the modes of a grey 
level histogram, computed from the image data in regions probably 
containing a large part of the spleen. The leftmost halfs of the 
search areas are used for this purpose. 
An erosion is performed on the obtained binary picture. This 
operation cleans the image from small details and. more important. 
disconnects large object regions in case they are only loosely con­
nected to each other. After classification of the individual regions a 
dilation of the area identified with spleen reconshucts the organ's 
outline. An example is shown in fig 7. where the piocedure is used 
to disconnect spleen and pancreas This technique for separation of 
connected components is a simplified version of the watershed algo­
rithm described by SERRA '11'. For classification of the splenic area 
the region attributes area, centre of area and compactness are used, 
where the latter is defined as the square of the perimeter divided by 
the area. 
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After processing of each image in the sequence, the result is 
evaluated to judge connectivity along the third dimension, i.e. per­
pendicular to the scans. For this purpose a splenic cross section 
somewhere in the middle of the sequence is taken as a starting point. 
From here, in both directions, each cross section is tested on having 
sufficient overlap with it's predecessor. If the overlap between two 
subsequent, cross sections is lower than 10 per cent, the last one and 
every next, one in that direction is deleted. A gap in the sequence is 
detected if no splenic region has been found in a given scan and if 
both adjacent scans do contain cross sections overlapping each other 
sufficiently. This situation may occur if at a certain level the spleen 
is exteaisively connected to another organ having about the same 
pixel value. To fill in the niissiiiR cross section a new search area on 
the image is defined by the union of the projections of the two de­
tected regions in both adjacent scans. After binarizing and opening 
of the image within this area the largest remaining set of connected 
object, pixels is taken to represent, the missing cross section. In case 
a gap consists of more than one scan a similar procedure is used. 
then using the nearest available cross sections. 
When a closed sequence of cross sections has been obtained a 
final procedure is started to inspect the scans adjacent to the first 
and last scan in which a cross section has been detected. These may, 
for instance, contain small regions of splenic tissue which initially 
have been rejected on the area criterion. By using the projection of 
the neighbouring slice as search area such 'top' or 'bottom' regions 
are easily detectable This procedure is repeated in an iterative way 
until the end of the organ is reached. 
6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Until now 18 image sequences have been processed, together 
making up a set of i l l scans of which 112 contain a splenic cross 
section. Fig. 8 shows one of the scans and the resulting segmen­
tation. The example demonstrates how a boundary in a more or 
less homogeneous region between the ribs is naturally defined by 
the use of the rib cage as search area constraint. By combining 
the lesults of successive cross sections 3D representations of the 
segmented spleens were constructed. In fig. 9 one of the results is 
shown in a shaded surface display. 
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Figure 8. Original image and it's segmentation. The example shows 
the necessity of interpolation to define the splenic outline in the more 
or less homogeneous region between the libs. 
The performance of the analysis of bone structures appeared to 
be good for all images of the test set. Parameters could be adjusted 
such a way that no ribs were missed in any patient. Results of 
detection the splenic area are shown m iig. 10. For each scan the 
diagram shows the area A¿ of image parts incorrectly identified 
as splenic tissue and the area AT of missed regions, both taken 
relative to outlines provided by a radiologist, which were regarded 
as 'true'. It appears that in 90 per cent of the cases both errors 
are smaller than 0.15. Larger errors mainly occur for small cross 
sections, where in three cases a small splenic top- or bottom cross 
section was entirely missed. Also the sum of tho volumes of the 
misclassified parts, inside as well as outside the splenic surface, was 
calculated for each of the processed image sequences. Taken relative 
to the splenic volumes the averaged value of these error fractions 
is 0.08 (.id 0.01). The splenic volumes, estimated by the sum of 
the cross section areas multiplied by the slice thickness, are more 
accurate, because contour deviations partly cancel each other in 
aiea calculations. The mean of the absolute errors is 3% and all 
estimates are within 10% of the reference values. As far as diagnosis 
of Hodgkin disoaso is concerned this accuracy is sufficient. 
As small regions relatively have longer boundaries than larger 
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Figure 9. A shaded yurface icpresentation of the spleen detected in 
one ol the piocessed image sequences. The two views are in opposite 
dimtions, гикіег 45" with the frontal axis. The left image shows ribs 
impressing the organ. 
ones it is not surprising that relative errors made in detection of the 
boundary of the spleen are larger for smaller cross sections (fig. 10). 
In addition, inspection of the data showed another cause for these1 
larger oiror fraclions Л
г
 . Small cross sections represent intersec­
tions through upper- or b o t t o m parts of the spleen. Often these are 
detected by using the projection of the adjacent slice as a search 
area. In a munber of cases it appeared that this projection did not 
fully enclose the region to be found, which caused a part of the 
ι ross section to be missed. In other scans significant errors were 
soniethncs caused by streak artefacts, a well known reconstruction 
e n or in X-ray C T . Other deviations of the splenic contour occiircd 
in regions where the organ is connected to other tissue having about 
the same mean pixel value, most often the pancreas or the stom­
ach wall. To impiove the segmentation in these areas, where local 
edge information obviously is not sufficient, global knowledge about 
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Figure 10. Relative areas of missed splenic parts A
r
 and of regions 
incorrectly labeled as splenic tissue A^ for 112 splenic cross sections. 
the splenic shape or about shapes of adjacent anatomical structures 
should be used. 
Because not much effort was invested to reduce processing time 
the current implementation of the method is not fast. The exem-
tion time needed to proceed the analysis for a sequence of 8 seems 
is about 30 minutes on a PDP-11/44 minicomputer. The most time 
consuming operations to be executed for the organ detection are the 
local neighbourhood computations on the image matrix to perform 
the morphological transformations. It is possible, however, to im­
plement these operations in such a way that they can be executed on 
the segment tables [12] reducing the complexity from order JV χ N 
to Лг. where iV κ ΛΓ is the matrix size. Using this implementation 
the speed can be increased considerably. 
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the set X: 
Y = {x:B,nX¿ Щ 
The two operations are dual with respect to complementation, i.e. 
an erosion of the figure X is identical to a dilation of the background. 
By combining these two operations new powerful transforma­
tions can be constructed, of which two important cases will be men­
tioned here. The opening of a set X by a structuring element В 
is defined as an erosion followed by a dilation. In case В is a disk 
the result of this mapping is a subset of X, in which details with 
sizes smaller than В have been removed. Closing is defined as a 
dilation followed by an erosion. Also opening and closing are dual 
with respect to complementation. Examples are shown in fig. 11. 
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A relaxation method for 
image segmentation using a spatially 
dependent stochastic model 
Nico Karssemeijer 
Laboratory of Medic al Physics a n d Biophysics 
Uinverbity of Nijmegen 
The Netherlands 
In this papei the use of a spatialh dependent external held will be 
intrudili ed as au extension of the more regular Markov landom fields 
models with inteiaction tenus onh In combination with a deter-
nnmstK relaxation piocedure called ICM this class of models seems 
to be \er\ well suited loi application to segmentation problems m 
medical image anahsis These problems aie usualh confined to large 
sets oí images Inning a global structure -which is more or less alike 
The external held is used to model tins global structure, while on 
a local scale the scenes are modelled bv interaction terms It will 
be indicated that bv appbmg a particular relaxation scheme lesult-
mg patches ol the segmentation cane be made to be moiphologicallv 
opened and closed The method has been applied to recognition of 
the spleen from tin ее dimensional X-ia\ C'T scenes 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Theie has be cm u i i u h effort m the development of statibtical 
methods for image segmentation in t h e last few >ears ТЫ* Ъаыс 
idea behind mue h ol the ree eut work η·, the use of Bayos1 theorem 
to combine information supplied by the image d a t a with a p n o i 
model of the imaged scene and a probabilistic model of tlio miaging 
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process. The aim then is to use the posterior distribution to find a 
segmentation with a high probability on representing the underlying 
scene correctly. A common aspect of many of such segmentation 
methods is the use of locally defined stochastic processes to model 
the underlying scene. Often these processes are specified as Markov 
random fields. At first sight it may seem strange to use a stochastic 
process to model highly structured scenes. However, one should 
realize that this model is only intended to describe the local scene 
characteristics. At a local scale the scene may indeed look like a 
realization of some kind of stochastic process. 
In case the scene is modelled by a Markov random field (MRF) 
a stochastic relaxation procedure for approaching the scene of max-
imuns probability has been suggested by G E M A N and G E M A N [1]. 
A related but compii tat ionallv much less intensive method was pro-
posed bv lÌEbAG '2]. This procedure deterministically converges to 
a scene si tuated at some local maximum of the posterior probability 
distr ibution. A thorough description of this method, termed iter-
a ted conditional modes (ICM), is given in B E S A G [2]. where it is 
viewed in the context of other statistical methods used in image 
analysis. Considering the fact that M R F models may induce un-
desirable1 large scale properties, it is argued that results obtained 
with ICM may well be superior to those obtained by stochastic re-
laxation. Following DERI.N' and W O N f l , who performed a study 
involving a fast parallel implementation of a slightly modified ver-
sion of the ICM procedure, the method will also be referred to as 
deterministic relaxation. 
In the piesent paper an application of deterministic relaxation 
will he presented to real data from the field of medical imaging. For 
this purpose (be method has been extended by incorporating prior 
knowledge about the possible positions of objects in the scene. Also 
the possibilities of the algorithm in a three dimensional spatial con-
text are explored, taking into account that the spatial resolution is 
noi equal in each dimension. In particular, deterministic relaxation 
will he used to recognize the spleen from three dimensional X-ray 
C T scenes. It is felt tha t in principle the method may outperform 
huuirUi observers, as these» need to make ra ther uneasy interpolations 
fiom different two dimensional scans to incorporate prior knowledge 
about ι lie three dimensional s tructure of the scene. 
An impoitant aspect of the method is the estimation of proper 
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parameter values for specification of a scene- and imaging model. It 
will be shown how prior knowledge about the scene may be used to 
estimate image characteristics from the scene at hand. Furthermore 
it will be shown that by increasing the MRF interaction parame­
ters the resulting segmentation will converge to a scene containing 
uniformly labeled regions which are for the most morphologically 
opened and closed, at a scale dependent on the size of the chosen 
neighbourhood system of the specified MRF model. 
In the next section theoretical aspects of the ICM procedure will 
be exposed, as well as assumptions to be made with respect to scene-
and imaging models. In section three the issue of parameter esti­
mation will be addressed. Results of the application to CT scenes 
appear in section 4. 
2. METHODS 
2.1 Segmentation by Relaxation Methods 
Suppose we have a three dimensional scene S consisting of Лг 
voxels, where for each voxel i a record y, is available representing 
some measurable quantity, e.g. attenuation of X-ray radiation. The 
collection of records for the whole scene will be denoted by Y. In a 
segmentation X of S each voxel .r, is labeled by a particular class 
label, belonging to a prescribed set. The aim is to find the true 
segmentation X*, representing the correct correspondence between 
labeling and objects in the scene. This segmentation is to be esti­
mated given the following sources of knowledge: 
1. for each voxel a record y, 
2 a known tendency of voxels close together to have the 
same label 
3. known prior probability functions p((j*, - k) for each 
class к 
Both the second and the third source are aspects of the prior distri­
bution ί>(Λ'). Use of the third source especially makes sense when 
something с an be said a priori about the probability of finding an 
object in a given region in 5, i e. if the prior probabilities p,(j', — k) 
depend on /. For medical images this will often be the case. 
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In the Bayesian approach the 'true' scene may be estimated by 
the segmentation X which has maximum a posteriori probability 
given the records. Thus X maximizes 
Р[Л
 ì ]
 - P(Y) 
χ ρ(Υ\Χ)ρ{Χ) (1) 
where ρ{Υ) has been omitted because it is a constant in the max­
imization. This approach requires assumptions to be made about 
the 'imaging' model p(Y\X) and the scene model p{X). This issue 
will be addressed in the next subsection. 
lu practice a direct approach for finding the global maximum of 
(1) is computationally too demanding. When the scene is modelled 
by a locally dependent Markov random field (see 2.2) this maximum 
may be found by a stochastic relaxation procedure based on simu­
lated annealing [1]. In this iterative method changes towards more 
likely segmentations X are encouraged but not strictly imposed. 
Thus the procechire allows escapes from local maxima of the poste­
rior p(X\Y). To ensure convergence to a global maximum, however, 
the amount of computation required is still very large. Moreover. 
as is remarked by BESAG [3], the MAP reconstructions may reflect 
undesirable large scale properties of the MRF model. This model 
may be appropriate to describe local scene characteristics, but will 
in general be rather unrealistic for description of global aspects of 
the scene. In fact typical MRF parameter values used in practice 
lead to prior distributions p{X) which are nearly zero for each seg­
mentation X, except for the ones almost entirely consisting of only 
one particular class 
To overcome both computational and modelling problems B E ­
SAG [21 proposed a simple iterative method for estimation of X", 
which is unaffected by the large scale structure of the chosen MRF. 
This ICM estimate can be shown to converge to a local maximum 
of the posterior distribution. Depending on the quality of the initial 
estimate results may be superior to those obtained by stochastic re­
laxation The present study is based on this method, which will be 
described in detail in the third part of this section. Firstly, assump­
tions to be made for scene- and imaging models will be discussed. 
The segmentation methods mentioned above somewhat resemble 
i he older relaxation labeling algorithm and its probabilistic version 
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[5], well known in image analysis. This method, however, is less sta­
tistically based and unfortunately exhibits a degradation fase in the 
labeling accuracy after an initial improvement of the segmentation. 
Other related methods for segmentation are discussed in [6] and [7]. 
2.2 Models for Scene and Imaging Process 
The conditional distribution p(Y\X) of observing a record Y 
given a scene X will be referred to as the imaging model. This 
distribution accounts for all aspects coucerning the image forma­
tion and recording processes, like noise, 'blur', CT-reconstruction 
errors and intrinsic inhomogenpities of the scene with respect to the 
measured quantity in a particular class. 
In the following it will be assumed that the conditional record 
distribution p(y,\X) only depends on JV 
p(y,\X) = Р Ы * < ) (2) 
Furthermore it is assumed that given a particular scene the records 
are conditionally independent. Then it follows with (2) that 
p(Y\X) = Ì[p(yt\X) 
»=i 
N 
= ЦРЫХ,) (3) 
i = l 
Estimation of the distributions p(j/»|xt) from training data and from 
the record itself will be discussed in section 3. 
The prior distribution p{X) of eq. (1) should model the 'true' 
scene X*. It is assumed that X* is a realization of a locally depen­
dent Markov random field. This is a stochastic process specified by 
a conditional distribution ^(2:^X5,) which depends only on voxels 
close to г, with Χ$\ι the whole scene 5 except i. Thus, 
K^ïi^'s .) = р{э-;\з-т) (4) 
with di denoting a small neighbourhood of i. Additionally, it is 
required for a MRF that p{X) > 0 for every X which is feasible 
with respect to the possible labels at each site. This condition will 
normally impose no restrictions in practice. 
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In order to achieve a mathematically consistent joint probability 
p(X) the functional form of the conditional probability in eq. (4) 
is subject to severe consistency conditions. As a consequence of 
the theorem of Hammersley and Clifford (e.g. [8]) the most general 
form of the joint probability generated by (4) allowing contributions 
containing no more than two sites only is 
p(X) эс exp 
,ν 
Σ
Α
'Μ-
¡ = l 
Σ в
ч
(*..*,) 
У ' 
(5) 
in which < ij > denotes summation over all neighbouring pairs of 
voxels in the scene. Here a neighbour pair < i.j > is by definition 
a pair for which j e di. The interaction function B,j describes the 
contribution of two neighbouring voxels J*( and Xj. If this interaction 
function is independent of the position of the sites i and j in the 
scene we may rewrite the summation over < ij > by one over the 
class labels m and η 
p( X ) тс exp 
ΣΛ 
JV - Σ Σ lHm,n)G{m,n) 
m Ι η I 
(6) 
with G[m.ii) the total number of neighbour pairs in 5 labeled (?7f. TÍ) 
and with A* the number of possible class labels. The conditional 
probability function at each voxel follows from (6) by comparison 
of two almost identical scenes, only differing at site í 
p{.r, - kt.r,h) тс exp \л,{к) - Σ B(k\i))g,(7i) 
L ni 
;7) 
where ƒ/,(») denotes the number of neighbours of site /' with label 
n. Additionally, for consistency with (6) the symmetry condition 
B{k.)i} - Н(пЛ-} must be fuHilled. In the following the interac­
tion parameters for equally labeled neighbours will be set to zero. 
The other values of the parameters B(k.))) will be chosen positive. 
Eq. (7) may then be interpreted a,s follows. Without considering 
neighbour sites the probability of label к occurring at site / is pro­
portional to ('χρ(.4,)· It tbe probability at /' is taken conditional 
on the labels of its neighbours then the probability is biased bv 
the factor given by the second terni of the exponent. In this term 
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the interaction parameters B(k,n) model the degree of difficulty for 
regions labeled к and η to penetrate into each other. 
The parameters A, will be used for modelling prior knowledge 
about positions of objects in the scene and will be referred to as 
the external field. When there is no interaction this field is directly 
related to the, prior probability functions р,{х
г
 =• к), which can be 
estimated from a set of training patterns. Maintaining this field 
strength also when interaction is introduced appears to yield good 
results. 
2.3 The ICM estimation procedure 
Suppose X is an estimate of the true scene X* and that we want 
to update the current class label І', optimally, by using all available 
information at hand. BESAG [3] proposes chosing the label which 
has maximum conditional probability, given the record Y and the 
class labels JV·, , of the rest of the scene 
j·; = max [р(л-( = Α·|Γ. Xs , )] (8) 
If the current estimate of the scene is used to determine Xs ¡· ap-
plication of (8) to each voxel in turn defines au iterative procedure 
for estimation of X*. From Bayes' theorem and the assumptions 
made about scene- and imaging models (3) and (7) it follows that 
the probability to he maximized in (8) can be written as 
ΡίΥ,ΧΜτ, - к\Хч ,) 
PiY'Xs,) 
.ν 
ΙΙρ(ι0\.ΙΊ)ρ(.Γ,-=ί·\Χ3ι) (9) 
J ι 
P(.'/iki '- fr)p(a·, - Φ ' . Ο 
Г я 
pin,·*, = A-)exp \А,{к) - ^ В{к,п)д,(и) 
L н - = і 
To obtain an initial estimato a method is to be used which labels 
each voxel individually. Hero the maximum likelihood classifier will 
br- used which chooses class ί· at / lo maximize р(?у,|.г, = к). The 
final ICM estimate actually depends strongly on this initial estimate 
because the procedure only converges to a local maximum of the 
р{л\ = к Y.Xs ,) 
•χ 
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postenor p(X Y). Convergence to a local maximum is guaranteed 
because the probability p{X\Y) шегеаьек monotonously with each 
step of the iteration, which is shown by 
р(А'|У) - P(T„XS,\Y) 
α Ρ ( Λ Ι Κ . Ϊ 5 , ) Ρ ( - Χ Ά , Ι Ϊ Ί (io) 
in which p(j·, Υ. Λ\· ,) increases every time a new label is assigned to 
,r,, while p(Xs ,\Y) is unchanged. 
Although the structure of the algorithm is well suited for fast 
pai allei implementation a sequential implementation will used for 
pnu tieal reasons. Therefore it has to be decided in which order 
voxels in the scene are to be visited. This order may affect the 
estimate. Especially when the scene is scanned line for line the result 
may be dependent of the scanning direction. One way to avoid this 
is to update the estimate only at the end of each cycle. However, 
convergence is slower tinnì and in fact no longer guaranteed. In order 
to reduce directional efforts an alternative order of visiting sites wdl 
be used, which prevents subsequently chosen voxels to be each others 
neighbours. For the two dimensional саяе figure 1 shows a valid 
visiting scheme for a second order (8-coimected) neighbourhood. 
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Figure 1. Л visiting scheme which prevents subsequentlv chosen 
sites to he each oflieis neighlioms for an eight connected neiglilnmr-
houd At Inst all sites iiiunheied one are chosen, then the sites mnn-
l>oml two (4c. Such a scheine eliminates untidy diiectional effects in 
M'niiential unplemeutrilions of ICM. 
The iteration procedine may be terminated after a predefined 
immhoi of cycles or according to SOUK4 criteiion. for instance when 
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no more than a minimum number of voxels is changed during a cycle. 
In practice convergence of ICM appears to be very fabt. Usually 
about eight cycles are siifficient. 
3. SEGMENTATION IN X-RAY C'T-SCENES 
In this section an application of the ICM method to segmenta-
tion of the spleen in three-dimensional X-ray CT scenes is presented. 
Implementation of this method is part of a larger project, in which a 
reliable procedure for labeling of bone structures has already been 
designed, based on thresholding and binary morphological transfor-
mations ( chapter III ). Through these bone structures the rib cage 
has been constructed to be used as a search space for the interior 
organs. This search space has been restricted some further by re-
moving the easily recognizable regions representing contrast fluid 
and air by thresholding (fig. 2). Segmentation of the abdominal or-
gans by methods based on thresholding is generally not appropriate, 
because probability distributions of the records p{y,\.r, = k) mostly 
overlap for different classes of tissue k. For labeling these organs 
the use of the probabilistic ICM approach is proposed lune. 
For practical reasons we will concentrate here on segmentation of 
the search space into two classes labeled ki and Äs. corresponding to 
resp. spleen and other tissue. It is noted that by regarding the non 
splenic area as one class the assumption of conditional independence 
of the records made in (3) is somewhat violenced. This because the 
area outside the spleen is composed of a numbei of regions which 
are different with respect to their intensity distributions (tig. 2b). Λ 
description of the ι ecord ш tlih> area by one class with one specific 
distribution cannot account, for these slmctures in the non splenic 
area. Evidently, this diawback may be removed by extending the 
scene model by introduction of moie tissue classes. 
Boundary conditions have to be chosen to handle voxels having 
neighbours outside the search space. An obvious choice i^  to ignore 
those neighbours in the calculation of (¡¡{n) in eq. 7. This choice is 
equivalent to assigning a label &,$ to theni which is different from 
the two labels already m use A second possibility is to label the 
outside region with the same label к> already in use for non-splenic 
tissue inside the search space 
It is noted that the1 use of a spatially dependent field A,(k) for 
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Figure 2. Pait of an abdominal cmss section (a) showing the spleen 
in the lowei left side against the libs The stomach filled ιψ with 
contrast fluid appcais bhuk in the upper pait. Right beneath it the 
pancieas is loiated The area to the left of the spinal (ohmm shows 
the left kidiu^ In (b) all parts not belonging to the search sjiace for 
the spleen have been lemoved The scaled prior pmbabilitv fmution 
of the spleen is projected on the search space as a iclief шар. 
Hiodelling the scene, as is proposed here, is a u a t u i a l geiieralizatkm 
of' tile1 sca ld i .space concept. For voxels outside the s e a u h .space of' 
a partie ulai class к the probability fimefiuu i>,{.i'¡ A) should be 
equal to /ею. which is implied by chosing .4,(A') -•» x . 
3 1 Thv Bcronh 
hi this Muclv a set of 18 sroncs lia.s boon used as a training set. 
each scene consisting of' 1 to 10 abdominal cross sections The total 
uuinbei oí sc ans m this set is 111 oí vvhidi 1 12 contani a splenic с loss 
section Foi the puiposc of finding the4 outlines of' largcn oigans the 
full spatial icsolution of'the leeoni is not required at Hist instance. 
Theiefoic the icsolution in the scan planes could be reduced fioni 
!i\22 to 128' . ι educing the auiouut of compulat ion leqnirect In older 
to avoid b l u u i n g of edges this lodiut ion was obtained bv taking the 
medians within 1 1 windows on ilio high icsolution scans. The 
scans have been recorded noni slices of 8 mm thickness wheic the 
< cut ics of the she es arc equallv spaced Hi n u n apart Thus cae h voxel 
of ¡be iccoiel is a ie< iangulai paiallclepipeil. At roduevd résolution 
voxel chmensions <u<' 2 1 mur' bv Hi nun height. 
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As a reference the outlines of the spleen have been designai ed by 
a radiologist in each scene. By automatic analysis of the skeleton. 
íüso ribs and spina] column have been labeled as well as the area 
representing tissue inside the rib cage ( see chapter III ). Addition-
ally, for the purpose of normalization in each scan scaling factors 
and a reference point were derived from the skeleton's shape and 
position. 
In computer tomography scans are reconstructed from projec-
tion data of of the X-ray attenuation, measured in a number of dif-
ferent directions. Errors occurring in the measurements may there-
fore spread out over a large part of the reconstruction in an intricate 
manner. The assumptions made about the imaging model in (2) and 
(3) may therefore be violated, in particular if errors occur depend-
ing on the scene itself as is the case with errors due to scatter noise. 
beam hardening and the partial volume effect [9]. If for example 
streak artifacts occur the records may not be conditionally inde-
pendent and at a given site ^ the record (/, may depend on other 
parts of the scene than .r, alone. As far as blur and other sources 
of noise are toucerned. like photon noise and small inhomogewities 
in the imaged tissue, it is felt that the assumptions (2) and ('λ) aie 
not unrealistic because of the large reduction of spatial resolution 
whi( h has been applied. 
3.2 Ягеле Model am/ ïiclaxulion Procedure 
To specify the scene model P{X) a neighbourhood system needs 
to be defined on the scene lattice. In the scan plane a 2"''-order 
neighbourhood is used, which involves the eight nearest neighbours 
Perpendii ular to it only the two l*'-ordei· neighbours will be consid-
eied. The lattei will be referred to as vertical neighbours. Because 
Iheii distance to the central voxel is much larger than the distance 
between neighbom sites in the scan plane, they will be handled 
sepaiatelv in the MRF model bv introducing a second interaction 
parameter Wj. With this extension and by adapting relation (7) to 
the two class model, with interaction panmiefcis for equally Libeled 
neighbours set to zero, we mav write 
^.r , = k .r,„) χ exp'.-M*) - B
ulu(l·) П2ц.г{кУ (И) 
Here ;i\,{l·) and ц>,[к) aie the number of neighbours not labeled as 
i· in lespectivelv scan plane and vertical dim tion. 
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vprtial pio[)i'ities hi the two < 1<ьл ta'-c iostiltin¡> n-fttons will be 
Dpiuicil and dosed with lesped to a paitiuihu »-tiuttuiiiiK element 
e\u>pt Ιοί іміампиа) small budges* l)etween hirgor Huions uhich still 
liia\ e\ist Пи (іцин shows unjespoiidiiig sti iutuung elements foi 
some two- and tluee іішнчыоцаі nemhl)ouihoods 
I oi the two dmionsional uwe and l'oi а '2"'-онкч nei^hhouihood 
BbS\(, .1 ріоримчі nsim; U 1 Γι. based on empiili al ii-snlts. <» 
('Κι1 to est muite the intelai timi paidinetei hv pseudo likelihood Fui-
theimoit it is lei omiiKnided to mtiease the value of li mvi thei i is f 
iNiles ϋ ΐ ΐ ' Π Ύ Kl »uissed suit able values loi the inteiat hon pa-
i.mietei bv a p p h m,; simple ^ omeiiu a! uleas Foi uts taute il one 
wauls to allow no mon rlian a h a i t i o n ol 0 Γ ι oi unnpleteU iso-
l a ' u l \o\<ls it urn uis ih be ui l iulated with (11) tîiat Hs (I «(j 
l>\ s. ι |
Ш 1 . ,/ ι/, ι s n^e, , 1^/,) /^ (I ami icuoinift п ч о н і 
uifoi mation 
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For our purpose the presence of completely isolated splenic vox­
els or sharp corners in the splenic outline may well be forbidden. 
Therefore it is proposed to increase the value of Bi gradually during 
relaxation, to a value large enough to change the labeling procedure 
into a majority vote mechanism. This is always possible provided 
the conditional distributions р(і/,|л;,) are greater than zero every­
where. The more Βχ is increased the less the influence of record 
data, external field and vertical neighbour interaction will become. 
It appears that there is an interesting relation between this ICM 
scheme and binary mathematical morphology [11]. [12], because af­
ter increasing Βχ resulting segmentations will mainly consist of uni­
formly labeled regions which are opened and closed with respect to 
a particular structuring element (i.e. regions which can be com­
pletely filled up by shifting the structuring element inside). Shape 
and size of this structuring element depend on the chosen neighbour­
hood system on whicli the interaction is defined. Some examples of 
this relation between neighbourhoods and structuring elements are 
shown in fig. 3. These can be verified by considering the fact that 
when В —+ oc only those neighbourhood configurations are possible 
in which at least half the number of voxels has the same label as 
the central one. The structuring elementb are the smallest isolated 
groups of voxels of a particular label whicli are allowed. It is noted 
that thinner structures not open with respect to the structuring 
element may still exist, but only in case they form a connection 
between larger regions. However, such connections are not stable 
and may presumeably be avoided by adding some stochastics to the 
relaxation procedure. As opposed to segmentation based on binary 
mathematical morphology the method can naturally handle regions 
where more than two classes meet. 
From the three diniensional examples in fig. 3 it is clear that 
the vertical interaction parameter B> should not be іпсгеамчі up to 
majority voting, because this would prohibit ьріепіе cross sections 
m the scan plane from protruding nom the space between adjacent 
cross sections. Maximum pseudo likelihood estimation is applied to 
obtain a suitable valu«1 for B2 In this method the value of 
L'= ΙΙΡΑΧ,^.,,,ΒΟ) (12) 
I S ' 
is maximized over В2 for the set of labeled training scenes. Be-
са ье we are inteiored here in the spatial dependence of the splenic 
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voxels, which will depend on the size and shape of the spleen, the 
non-splenic voxels will not he con.sidered in the calculation of L''. 
In (12) this is denoted by taking the product over the splenic sub-
set 5 ' instead of over the whole scene S. By doing this the more 
or less a ib i t ra iy choice of the size of the scene lattice in which the 
spleen is embedded does not influence the estimate. Note tha t L' is 
not a true likelihood because the constituiug probabilities are not 
independent . Maximization of the t rue likelihood is not possible in 
practice because no usable expre.ssion for the constant of proportion-
allity (or part i t ion function) in p{X) is known. Pseudo likelihood 
est imat ion of / l j . performed on condition tha t ü ¡ 0 and in the 
presence of the external field At{k) to be discussed next, yielded the 
value B> O.S). 
The external field Л,(k) can be easily derived when Bi — B? — 0. 
T h e n eq. (12) directly yields 
A.ik) - lnp(x, = k) (13) 
in which p,(.r, -- k) can be estimated. Expression (13) describes t h e 
correct Held to use in the maximum likelihood initial estimation, as 
in that case spatial dependence і,ч ignored. When spatial interaction 
is int ioduced analytic derivation of the external field is no longer 
possible. In the residís which follow the field strength will be kept 
at the value given bv (13). This seems reasonable as it leaves the 
rat io between the field strength and the record contribution /)(.//,|j',) 
unchanged (see (9)). 
To determine the field the prior probability functions Pti-r, = k) 
have been e s t imâ t« ! from (he labeled training set bv simply count-
ing the number of limes label к is assigned to voxel i and dividing 
this by the niunhcr of times voxel ι belongs to the seanli space, i.e. 
is inside the rib cage and is not representing air or contrast fluid. 
Befoie detennining I he prior probability functions the scans were 
normalized with respect to their positioning in the image matr ix 
a n d their dimensions. However, normalmitmn could only be ob­
tained inside1 the si an planes, because the image sequences in our 
training set were too shoit to defino proper referemes for scaling 
and positioning m the direction perpendicular to the scans. Thero-
foie the le s t rnt ion was made of using oulv two dimensional prior 
probahihtv functions, obtained bv pro je< ting all cross sections onto 
the same plane. A relief map of' the osthnatod piobabilitv function 
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for the spleen class is shown in fig. 2b, in a projection on one of the 
scans, after scaling to the proper dimensions. 
A disadvantage of the use of the external field is the fact that 
it may decrease the ability to detect rare cases. For instance, if a 
splenic part is located in a region not covered by any of the examples 
in the training set, unrestricted use of prior probabilities to deter­
mine the field would prohibit this part, to be found. To avoid this 
implication the probability functions were rescaled in an interval 
(Pmm-1 - Pmni)· where a value of p
m m
 = .025 has been used which 
was determined empirically. 
3.3 Ebtimation of the Class Condithnml Record Distributions 
It appears that variation of the splenic tissue is too large for suf­
ficiently representing it's X-ray absorbtion properties by one mean 
intensity distribution for all scenes. Therefore the class conditional 
distribution for spleen р{у,\.г, — &i) is estimated from the scene at 
hand. For this purpose the prior probability function of the spleen 
p,(.r, — ki) can well be used, as it describes where the organ will 
probably be situated. The idea is to estimate the conditional dis­
tributions p(y,\r,) by a histogram of intensity values y,. in which 
the umtribution of each voxel has been weighted by a factor trip,). 
with p, the prior probability on spleen at site ί It appeared that the 
obvious choice of using the prior probabilities themselves to weight 
»he histogram gave rather poor results (iig. 4). The reason is that in 
that case the ring shaped outer part of ρ{χ, - fcj). where the prob­
ability of finding splenic voxels is low. still contributes too much 
because of its relatively large area. It will be more appropriate to 
weight only those voxels which have the largest prior probabilities 
of belonging to the spleen, taking enough of them to assure enough 
samples will fall in each bin of the estimate. Suitable weights w(p) 
weie determined in the following way. For each scene of the refer­
ence set the 'titie" intensity distribution of the spleen was calculated, 
Subsequently weighted sums of distributions calculated from the im­
ages at different levels of the prior probability ρ were fitted to these 
'true' curves, minimizing the total mean square error for all scenes 
together by variation of the weights. To avoid negative weighting 
factors a non-negative least squares routine was used. It appears 
that the result averaged over the scenes yields an exponential curve 
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F i g u r e 1. b stmiation of the gr<4 \а1ие distribution for splenic tissue 
hom one paituulai unlabeled scoue (a) the mm eight od histogiam 
of gu \ \allies inside the seaidi spate (b) the histogiam calculated 
In ucigltlmg the contribution ot each site ι with the pimi probahihu 
¡>i toi the spleen and (c ) the lesult when using the optmu/ed weights 
'Ир,) slum η in fig r) In (cl) the moan chstiibution foi nou-spleinc 
tissue is shown and the distnlmtiou foi the spleen is approxnnated 
b\ a G.iussiau ι u n e 
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Figure 5. Optimal weights irfp,) for estimating the conditional dis-
tribution of splenic record values, given the local probabilitv p, for a 
particular site ι of belonging to the spleen 
in good approximation (fig. 5). 
Ли example of the improvement of the estimate by using these 
weights is shown in fig. 4. The final estimate of the distribution 
of splenic record voxels is obtained by fitting the biased histogram 
with a Gaussian density (fig. 4). The assumption about normality 
of the underlying density lias been made to restore the unreliable 
tails of the histogram. 
The conditional record distribution p{yl J-, — k->) for the class 
к2 of voxels outside the spleen is not estimated from the scene at 
hand. A mean distribution was used, determined from the training 
patterns by taking the histogiam for voxels outside the spleen but 
inside the search space. The result is shown in fig Id. 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A representative example of an abdominal CT scene is given in 
fig. 6a. The example is taken from the training set. Only the left 
part of the scene is shown and the scans are numbered from top 
to bottom. The bone structures and the stomach, which is filled 
up with contrast fluid, appeal' black whereas air is represented by 
white Each of the six scans umtains a <ross section of tin» spleen. 
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The upper right part of the fourth scan also shows the pancreas. 
which seems connected here to the spleen At the bottom of the 
lower scans the left kidney appears. 
The initial classification of the search space, based on individual 
labeling of voxels, is shown in lig. 6b. Due to the uso of the search 
space and prior probability function this estimate already is fairly 
good. Serious pioblems however occur in the fourth scan where er-
rors are made in distinguishing between spleen and pancreas. Con-
textual information from adjacent scans may be necessary here to 
hnpiove the result. The first scan contains a misclassified area in 
Figure Ga. Pait of a scene containing tin· spleen The scans are 
mmiliciotl from top to bottom 
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the right part under t h e stomach. 
During relaxation the interaction parameter iJj was raised ex­
ponentially by multiplying its current value by a factor two each 
time at the end of a cycle. The parameter B2 for vertical neighbour 
interaction was kept at a constant value of 0.9. A ra ther low value 
initial value of i?i was chosen (.03) to allow vertical interaction to be 
dominant during the iirst three or four cycles. With respect to t h e 
boundary conditions t h e following choices were made. For interac­
tion inside the scan plane neighbour voxels across the search space 
Figure 6b. The initial seginentatkm of the ^сепе. obtained bv in­
dividual labeling of the voxels. Black repiesents spleen and white 
means outside the seau h spate. 
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boundary are t reated as having the same label as the non-splenic 
voxels inside the search space For vertical interaction neighbour 
voxels outside the search space were ignored, which prevents the 
other tissue label froni being favoured above the splenic label. This 
appeared lo be undesirable, especially for splenic voxels being sur-
rounded by two vertical neighbours outside the search space. The 
result after four iteration cycles is shown in fig. (ic. The fourth scan 
shows the falsely Libeled part of pancreas to be nearly completely 
removed. A stable situation is reached after 10 cycles (iig. 6d). As 
F igu re 6c. Relaxation tesult after four cycles, with interaction be-
tween iieighbmuing scans doinmatmg over interaction iuMdc the scan 
planer. 
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expexted cross sections of the spleen arc opened with respect to 
the corresponding structuring element of the applied 8-coiiiiected 
neighbourhood (fig. 3). Comparing the result in fig. 6 with the ra-
diologist's contours a significant difference is found only in the first 
scan, where the radiologist extended the splenic outline more t o 
wards the spine. About 25 per cent of the splenic area is missed 
in this scan. Other differences are small local deviations, involving 
only voxels at the boundary. 
In fig. 7 an example is given which shows that more than one 
splenic region may be produced in one scan. Only the lower three 
Figure 6d. Rebulting segmentation after conveigeuic to a stable 
state after ten cycles. 
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Figure 7. Mort· than une splenic eros» section mav be fomiti in one 
sum. In this tase the smaller aiea in scan six is erroncously classified 
cross sections are shown. The probably falsely labeled smaller splenic 
area in the sean six lies m a region where the prior probability func-
tion of the spleen is ra ther high, although the oeuirre iue of splenic 
tissue is not very likely there hi this lower scan This is due to the 
appioxiniaiion made in using a two-dunensional prior probability 
fund ion la ther than a three-dunensional one. 
To obtain segmentation results for a larger set of scenes the 
t iaining set has been used Adopting the radiologist's contours as 
the "true" boundaries, misclassification rates of bo th splenic and 
non-splenu tissue voxels were calculated for each scene, and subsé-
quent ly averaged over the whole set of scenes. Deviations were taken 
ι elativo to the splenic volumes T h e sum of the averaged fractious 
of missed splenic voxels and other tissue voxels incorreitly labeled 
as spleen is 18 5 (MÍ 3 2) ρ ί 
('lose inspection of the results showed t h a t small lot al difíorenees 
ar the bounda iv of the spleen act omit for the larger part of the 
imsclassifiod splenic voxels However, at such a scale the m.umallv 
outlined lofoieneo t ontours are not voiy reliable Firstly, small irreg-
nlaiities have been introduced during t out oui tracking Secondly, at 
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a local scale the position of the reference contours depends heavily 
on the particular level of the threshold being used, as the edges in 
the images are more often smooth rather than straight. This local 
uncertainty of the reference contours may largely effect the misclas-
sifícation rates, as at the spatial resolution level being used here the 
number of boundary voxels on the average takes about 20 pei cent of 
spleen's volume. Therefore another measure is introduced to judge 
the qtiality if the begmentation results, which takes more severe de-
viations into account only. Instead of counting ah voxels classified 
incorrectly those directly connected to the 'true' contour are ex-
cluded, where connection is defined by a 1*'-order neighbourhood. 
Counted in this way, the sum of the the averaged error fractions is 
7.2% (sci 4.5), again taken relative to the splenic size. 
5. DISCUSSION 
The experimental results presented in the previous section show 
that the use of prior probability functions to model the global struc-
ture of the scene is a useful extension of the MRF models with in-
teraction terms only. In combination with the ICM reconstruction 
procedure and the search space concept a fast and flexible method 
has been obtained, which is applicable whenever prior knowledge is 
available about the positions of objects in the image or scene. This 
flexibility is emphasized by the fact that the method is equally well 
applicable in two dimensions as in the three dimensional case. The 
method can easily be extended to an arbitrary number of classes. 
Ils attractiveness lies in the fact that all classes are segmented si-
multaneously. in a process (if local competition which includes both 
the record and the imaging- and scoile model. 
There are several possibilities to improve performance of the 
ICM procedure1. As far as our application to segmentation in CT 
M-eues is concerned an obvious extension will be the use of three 
dimensional prior probabilitv fimctions. It is expected that this will 
reduce segmentation errors of the kind occurring in scan six of fig. 7. 
Fuithermore an extension of the model also including classes for 
modelling tissue types surrounding the spleen will provide possibil-
ities to optnni/e the segmentation. By asMgniug different labels to 
the various kuub of regions outside the search space also the more or 
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less arbitrary boundary conditions may be replaced by regular class 
interactions. By using different values of the interaction parameters 
for different combinations of labels more intricate modelling will be 
possible. 
To improve the performance of ICM reconstruction in general an 
interesting suggestion was made by O W E N in the discussion of [10]. 
He argues that a lot of information is wasted by considering only the 
hihvls of neighbour sites. He suggestb taking into account also the 
reliability of these1 neighbour site labels, for which the probabilities 
calculated at their latest updating can be used. Another proposal 
bib been made by DERIN and W O N [4\ They suggest to vary the 
neighbourhood during relaxation, which due to randoiuization may 
be expected to lead to an estimate which is closer to the global 
maximum of the posterior. Their results indicati' that this extension 
of the algorithm may indeed improve segmentation. 
How to choose optimal values of the interaction parameters still 
is an open question. Although we could estimate a reasonable value 
for B> by pseudo likelihood, this method may be inappropriate for 
reconstruction in general. As has been shown this problem may 
partly be eliminated in cases where the interaction is strong. By 
raising the interaction parameter's value up to infinity the recon­
struction converges to a state which can be characterized by a 
structuring element. In practice this may well be acceptable and 
sometimes even desirable. In those cases the problem of choosing 
a proper value of the interaction parameter is reduced to finding a 
proper scheme for increasing its value. 
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Simultaneous segmentation of organs 
in CT-images by relaxation in 
3D-space t 
Nico Karssemeijer 
Laboratory of Medical Physics and Biophysu s 
University of Nijmegen 
T h e NetherlaiuL· 
The perfoimanco of the statisticallv based segmentation method 
presented m the pnnious chapfei is imestigated m an extended api>h-
c at ion imolvmg more than two tissue classes In abdominal CT scans 
twehe different tissues are labeled sunultaneoush where prior mod­
els lepiesenting abdominal geometr\ are defined m three dimensions 
DeteimmistH maxmn/ation of the a posteriori distribution bv ICM 
as well as stochastic optmn/ation liv simulated annealing ha^e been 
a])])lied Mean segmentation и suits were deterinnied for a set of 18 
sum sequences, legaidmg a set of lefereme contours designated bv a 
ladiologist as being correct These appealed to be somewhat bettei 
for simulated annealing Results of the spleen s begmentation could 
be mipuned with π spi et to those obtained m the pie\ious chapters 
1 INTRODUCTION 
bor specific measurements from image d a t a it is hist needed to 
segment images into relcnant components Thresholchng may be 
used foi this ¡nupose m the simple case when mtensitv d ishibu-
tions of the image components do not oveilap Otherwise a more 
sophisticated s t ia tegy must be employed In chaptei IV a statisti-
cally based appioach has been advocated which is especialh useful 
Pai th pnbhshul m Ρ ли Bio-linomtiria Sii Da*tl 
Τ") 
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when there іь much siirularitv between t h e images under s tudy аь 
often is the case m biomedical applications In this segmentation 
procedure prior knowledge about the spatial s t ructure of the scene 
is repiesented by p u o i probabihty fimttions of each of the tissue 
classes to be labeled These functions can be regarded AS stochastic 
organ-models Before segmentation thev are positioned and scaled 
to correspond with the scans at hand In addition to these geo­
metrical models grey-value distributions model X-ray absorbtion 
chaiac teristic s 
T h e use of prior probabilit\ functions fits well into segmentation 
m e t h o d s based on Markov random fields [lj In these methods a 
local interaction between classes is defined to model the probabil­
ity of different legions t o neighbour each other T h e o r g a n s prior 
probability functions can be introduced by means of an additional 
intoiaction with an external field For segmentation an iteiative re­
laxation procedine is used, in which b o t h information represented 
ш the prior model and information from the measured intensif} im­
ages aie weighted smiultaneously while all classes are labeled in 
parallel In this respect the method is superior to the sequential ap 
proach of chapter III No order needs to be defined for evaluation of 
the image components Moreover the method is much more geneial 
because learning from a set of labeled reference scans may be easily 
implementi <1 
Vs an extension of ihv application of the method to begmen-
latiun of (he spleen m chapter Г simultaneous segmentation of 
the abdonien mto t w e h e different classes will be presented hei e 
Iissue classes i m o l u d include1 the spleen, pancreas kidney and 
skeleton p a i t s I'siug this approach predefinition eif a search space 
is no longei needed thus avoiding time-consuinmg sequential anal­
ysis »f the skeleton F u t t h e n n o i e the organs arc inodelled in three 
duneiisKius here as opposed to the two dimensional splenic model 
used m the previous chapter Results will be presented for b o t h 
eletermisUe maxnni/at ion bv K'M and stochastic relaxation by sim-
nlated aune ahng These will he compaieel to segmentaticms d e m ed 
h o m oigan boundaiies manually outlined bv л radiologist Foi t h e 
spie mi íesults will lie eo inpaml te) those оЫаішчІ by the procedures 
d e s u i b i d m the two pic vious thapte i s 
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2. SEGMENTATION METHOD 
2.1 Image model and assumptions 
Modelling aspects of the segmentation method are sinnmarized 
below. For a more detailed description one is referred to chapter 
IV. 
Let 5 be a 3D scene consisting of N voxels and let Y be the 
collection of observed intensity vaines on S. A segmentation X of 5 
is constituted by the collection of voxel classifications or labels {.τ,}, 
with j - , € {1.2....AT} and г — 1.2...І . In maximum a posterion 
(MAP) estimation a segmentation X of S is to be found by looking 
for the most probable labeling of the scene given the record У and 
some prior model of the imaged scene. Using Bayes relation the 
probability to be maximized can be written as 
p(X\Y) « p(Y\X)p(X) (1) 
where a term p(Y), which is the same foi all X. has been omitted. 
Both terms on the righthand side of (1) can be used to provide prior 
knowledge to the segmentation process. In the distribution p(Y\X) 
of the record У, given a particular segmentation A', physical aspects 
of the imaging process are to be specified with respect to the imaged 
objects (in the present application organs or tissue classes). The 
distribution p[X) adds specific features of the geometric structure 
to be expected in the scene. 
Using (1) in practice requires some assumptions. In the fol­
lowing we will assume that the conditional distributions p{y,\X) of 
obM'rving an intensity y, in voxel ? given X only depends on a-,. 
Furthermore it is assumed that given the scene X the values ι/, are 
independent. Then it follows that 
р(ГА') -ГЫ.і/, Л) (2) 
í - l 
The distributions iì(y,\x,) can be estimated from training data or 
from the record at hand. It is remarked that regions can also be sep-
arated by mere tliresholding. without regarding properties of p(X), 
bv prohibiting their intensity distributions to overlap. 
A useful expression for the prior distributionp(X) can be derived 
when p(X) ~* 0 for every X and when the probability to find a 
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particlar label at ι" only depends on the labels of voxels rlose to г 
ρ{χ,\Χ$ ,) Ί:ρ(χ,>,χο,) f3) 
with 5\г denoting the whole scene exept г a:id di a small neighbour­
hood of i. This model for λ' is called a locally dependent Markov 
random held. It can be proved that given this assumption the prior 
probability of X must be of the form 
p(X) тс «φί-ΓΓ(-Υ)] (4) 
in which the 'energy* fimction U(X) is a sum of terms describing 
local interaction between adjacent voxels and an external field term. 
Here the restriction will be made of only pairwise neigbor interac­
tions. for which it can be shown that the most general form of the 
probability of label к occuring at г given its neighbours is 
р(х, - 1І\Х
ІЪ
) α exp ¡А^к) - ¿ В{к\п)д,(п) 
l η·=1 
(5) 
where g,(n} denotes the number of neighbours of site i labeled as n 
and where К is the number of classes. The external field *4,(λ'} will 
lie used to represent prior knowledge about the location of class k. 
The interaction parameters В(клі} determine if regions labeled к 
and л are likely to neighbour each other. 
2 i> Maximian tion procedures 
Because of the large computational demands direct maximiza­
tion of ( 1 ) is not possible in practice. Therefore some approxima­
tion must be used. Two conceptually related iterative methods have 
been proposed for this purpose, a fast 'hill climbing' scheme termed 
Iterative Conditional Modes* (ICM) first suggested by BESAG r2] and 
a stochastic relaxation procedure known as simulated annealing [4]. 
5'. Both methods retiñiré the scene to be modelled as a Markov 
random field. In the application to abdominal segmentation their 
performance will be compared. Both methods will be described 
brielly here. A more detailed exposition of ICM was already given 
in chapter IY. 
Both ICM and simulated annealing start from an initial labeling 
of the sienc4 5. Addressing each site ι in turn, voxels are updated 
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by using the current labeling Xs\> and ^ 1 6 record Y. hi ICM this 
is done by chosing the most probable label. Using (2) and (5) the 
function to be maximized can be written as 
p{x, - k\Y,XSxl) ocp(j/,|a·, = k)exp М -^ВІЪпЫп) (6) 
Successive sites will be visited sequentially here. One iteration cy­
cle is completed when all sites have been addressed. Repeating the 
procedure the segmentation „Y can be shown to converge determin­
ist ically to a local maximum of (1). 
In simulated annealing a stochastic updating rule is used, where 
the amount of stochastics depends on a parameter Τ similar to 
temperature in physics. The method is closely related to Monte 
Carlo methods used in statistical physics for studying the behaviour 
of large physical systems, consisting of many interacting particles. 
It's theory is based on the fact that very simple procedures exist, for 
generating samples from distributions of the form of eq. (4). also 
known as Gibbs distributions. The parameter Τ is introduced in 
the following way 
MW) - Р(ХЮ^ (7) 
where Τ > 0. In the limit for Γ —> oc the distribution ^(ΧΎ) is 
uniform. For Τ —» 0 a sharp peak around the global maximum of 
p(X\Y) becomes dominant. In the simulated annealing algorithm a 
chain of samples is generated from ρτ(Χ\Υ), while slowly decreasing 
the temperature parameter T. For Τ —» 0 the chain converges to 
a maximum of p(X\Y). The more slowly Τ is decreased the more 
likely it is that this maximum is global. 
Different updating rules have been formulated to generate sam­
ples from a Gibbs distribution. In the version adopted here the 
new label at i is chosen randomly from it's conditional distribution 
p{xt - k'Y, Χς , ) ! Ί . Note that ICM and simulated annealing are 
veiv similar indeed. When the parameter Τ is decreased to zero 
instantaneously both algorithms are identical. 
Due to tin' randomness of the sampling process the annealing 
procedure enables escapes from local maxima of p(X\Y). as opposed 
to the deterministic ICM algorithm. Therefore convergence to a 
better estimate of X might be expected. As is remarked in [3]. 
however, this might not be the case when the prior model does not 
provide a sufficient description of the global scene characteristics. 
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In that case a local maximum near a good initial estimate may be 
equally well or even superior. 
An initial estimate of the srene must be obtained by individual 
labeling, without regarding contextual information. In the following 
the maximum likelihood estimate will be used, which is computed 
with Ç6) bv selecting the most probable labels given all interac-
tion parameters B{k,ri) are set to zero. It is noted that simulated 
annealing results will be independent of this initial segmentation. 
provided the initial value of Γ is chosen high enough. 
2.3 The external tield 
The inhomogeneous external field At{k) is used to represent the 
abdominal geometry. For the individual, initial labeling it follows 
directly from (5) that the external field A^k) to be used is given by 
A(A-) = b p , ( * ) (8) 
Estimation of the prior probability functions p,(k) from a set of 
known "true' scenes will be discussed in the next section. When spa­
tial interaction is introduced eq. (8) does not hold anymore. Unfor­
tunately. in that case analytic derivation of a relation between field 
strength and prior probability functions is a most intractable prob­
lem. For ICM maximization the result of two alternative choices of 
the field will be compared in section 5. The first one is keeping the 
field at it's initial strength given by (8). The second choice is 
Д !
~ 1 - с p,{k)=0 ^ 
with с very large. This choice allows some more freedom to detect 
rare cast's, while preserving the possibility to prohibit, anatomically 
umoalistic cases by letting r approach infinity. 
For simulated annealing only the first choice of the field strength 
will be used. As foi stochastic relaxation results are independent of 
the init ial segmentation the second choice would imply that the prior 
piobability functions would be ignored, except for their supports. 
3. ORGAN MODELLING 
The method desciibed in the previous section will be used to 
segment abdominal X-ray CT scenes into twelve different organ or 
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tissue classes. Each class is to be modelled by two distinct com-
ponents, a prior probability function p,(k) representing it's geome-
try and an intensity distribution representing it's X-ray absorption 
characteristics. These modelling aspects will be discussed in this 
section. The class interaction matrix B(k,n)1 which provides a way 
to model geometric relations between the organs, will be discussed 
in section 4. 
For parameter estimation a reference set has been used which 
was made up of 18 scan sequences. No selection was made with 
respect to age or sex of the patients. The scans were recorded with 
slice thickness of 8 mm at 16 mm intervals. The lengths of the 
sequences differed from about 6 to 16 cm. The relative sizes of 
the scenes are comparable because they each contain just the full 
volume of the spleen. 'True' regions of the spleen, kidneys, pancreas, 
ribs, and spinal collumn as well as the outline of the rib cage were 
designated in each scan, based on a radiologist's interpretation of 
the scans. By thresholding the scans separately inside and outside 
the rib cage the rest of the voxels were also labeled, as fat, air, 
contrast fluid, or other tissue. 
3.1 The prior probability functions 
For taking full advantage of prior knowledge concerning the 
location of imaged organs the scans were normalized with respect 
to size and position. A special routine for extraction of scaling 
information and a reference point already was decribed earlier in 
chapter III. For normalization of the lengths of the scan sequences 
no proper reference points could be defined in the image data, due to 
the limited size of the recordings. Therefore the relative lengths of 
the scan sequences as well as their relative position in the body were 
assumed to be equal. The normalized scans are used to estimate the 
probability functions ^¡(A-) in three sets, representing upper, middle, 
and lower layers of the scene. These layer's positions are defined at 
distances of resp. 0, .5 and 1 from the top of the scene, given the 
lengths of the scenes are set to unity. Estimates were obtained by 
summation of weighted contributions of each scan to the two most 
close layers, using the relative distances as weights. Results for some 
tissue classes are shown in fig. 1. 
For segmentation of a particular scene the prior probability func-
tions are positioned and scaled to the dimensions of the scans at 
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Figur«» l a . Estimati' of the prior probability function p,(k) for air 
inside the bodv (lungs, stomach.. ), consisting of three different sets 
representing upper, middle and lower lavéis of the scene. 
hand, using the autoinatically extracted reference coordinates and 
scaling parameters . Interpolation is used for scans in between two 
layers. It is noted tha t these final probability functions are strongly 
smoothed along the dimension perpendicular to the scan planes, due 
to 1) the uncertainty in vertical positioning of the scenes, and 2) the 
fact that only three layers are used for representation. 
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Figure l b . Estimate of p,(lt) for the spleen. For i>rcseutation the sanie 
sealing has been used as in (a). 
3.2 The intensity distributions 
Estiinatiou of the grey-value distributions /»(^[.rj for ICM шах-
iniizatiou is jjerformod in the following way. In a first step initial 
estimâtes are obtained utilizing the labeled reference set. These are 
iiM-d to determine a provisional labeling of the scene by maximum 
likelihood. In the second step this labeling is subsequently used to 
improve the estimates, by adjusting them to the grey-level data from 
the records at hand itself. New estimates are calculated simply by 
smoothing and scaling the intensity histograms of each class. Next 
the final initial segmentation is computed by using these adjusted 
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Figure le. Estimate of i>,{k) for the kidneys. 
estimates in another labeling cycle with B{k.ri) 0. After each 
next cycle of the following ICM maximization procedure the grey-
vahie distributions are again adapted some further by taking into 
account changes of the labeling. It is remarked that convergence 
properties of ICM may change using this estimation procedure. In 
fact the object function of the maximization changes a little after 
each cycle, probably causing the speed of convergence to be slightly 
reduced. 
In maximization by simulated annealing the procedure described 
above seems inappropriate. Firstly, because at higher values of the 
temperature parameter Τ segmentations will be too noisy to be used 
for proper estimation of the distributions. Secondly, changes of the 
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segmentation during a particular iteration cycle may well detoriate 
the labeling because of the randonmess of the process. Allowing 
such detonations to influence the maximization objective p(X\Y) 
through adaptation of the intensity distributions might cause un-
controllable effects. For these reasons the estimates of the intensity 
distributions arc kept fixed during the annealing procedure. Be-
cause the final segmentation will depend strongly on their quality 
some effort is justified to optimize them. For that purpose the re-
laxation procedure is preceded by a few cycles of ICM, in which 
the intensity distributions are updated until stable estimates are 
obtained. About three cycles of ICM appear to be sufficient. 
For most classes proper initial estimates of the intensity distri-
butions can be obtained straightforwardly by talcing their means 
over the labeled reference set. Only for spleen and kidneys a more 
refined approach was chosen to avoid too much spreading due to 
variation over the scenes. For these organs initial estimates are 
made from the image sequence at hand, using the prior probability 
functions p¡(A-)· Estimates are computed from the histograms of in-
tensity values at those sites г of which the probability of belonging 
to the spleen (or kidney) exceeds a threshold value pi = .4. Nor­
mal densities were fitted to the scaled histograms. This procedure 
is a simplified version of the one described in the' previous chapter. 
where weighting factors w(p,(k)) were used instead of a threshold. 
However, no iterative updating of the distributions was performed 
there. 
Fig. 2 shows initial estimates of the distributions, for the spleen 
and kidney depending on the particular scan sequence being cho­
sen. Steep edges result from thresholds imposed for determining the 
'true' labeling of the reference set. 
4. NEIGHBOURHOOD AND INTERACTION 
Contextual information is introduced to guide the labeling pro­
cess after an initial estimate of the scene has been made. By assign­
ing largei values to the interaction parameters D{k.n) the probabil­
ities of the voxel labels will become more dependent of the labels at 
neighbouring sites (eq. (6)) In the following at a given site / up to 
ten neighbours will be considered, eight inside the same scan plane 
and neaiest to / and two just above and below ι in the adjaient scan 
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T a b l e 1. I n t e r a c t i o n parameter values. 
planes. For sites at the edge of the image array smaller n e i g h b o u r ­
hoods are defined. A different set of interaction parameters B' w i l l 
be used for the two neighbours in the adjacent scan planes, which a,rc» 
relatively few in numbei but at a larger distance to г than the o t l i -
ers. This gives rise to a seperate term with a summation over t h o s o 
neighbour labels in the exponent of (6). The parameters В'(к,тіУ 
have been chosen as a fraction ƒ of the corresponding interact iozr 
strengths B(k,ji) inside the scan plane. Best results were o b t a i n e d 
by chosing ƒ = 5. 
Estimation of the interaction parameters from the reference s e t 
is possible by maximum pseudo-likelihood [3], but due to the l a rge» 
number of classes this method requires very much computation h e r e . 
Besides, the usefulness of pseudo-likelihood estimation is r a t l i e r 
questionable in case of the large interaction strengths we are d e a l i n g 
with. Therefore suitable values have been determined e x p e r i m e n -
tally. minimizing the overall number of falsely labeled voxels by t r i a l 
and error. They are listed in table 1. Parameter values for o r g a n s 
like spleen and kidneys are chosen large to enforce corresponding a i r -
eas of the segmentation to be compact. Smaller values are chosen for 
pairs of classes which are allowed to neighbour each other f requent ly . 
For consistency with the MRF assumption the symmetry condi t ion . 
B(k,n) - B(v, к) is satisfied Some diagonal elements В(к.к) h a v e · 
been given a small negative value. This favours these classes a b o v e 
others, but in a slightly different way than the external field d o e s : 
only ршть of labels are favoured, while the parameters Λ,(λ,·) m o d e l 
the probability of a label's individual occurrence. Therefore a iK'g i t-
0 1 5 1 -it 
ο ι ι. -
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tive diagonal element B(k. k) only .stimulates the growth of already 
existing patches of class k. This has been used to balance fractions 
of missed and false positive voxels. 
5. RESULTS 
In order to be able to test the method on a system with only 
limited memory capacity the spatial resolution of the images was 
reduced from 5122 to 128"2. Moreover segmentation was only per-
formed within a 64^ window, enclosing tho spine and the left side of 
Úw body. The procedure was tested on the reference scans because 
for these true organ outlines were known. It is noted that this may 
have induced a slight positive bias of the results as these scans were 
also used to estimate prior models. 
Part of a scan sequence is shown in fig. 3. Segmentation results 
in fig. 3a and fig. 31) were obtained by ICM. with the external field 
term (letenninod by A^k) 1ιι/>((λ·). Also the initial labeling of 
the spleen, kidney, and pancreas is shown in fig. 3a. The final result 
turns out to be very similar to the 'true" labeling. To give an impres­
sion of simulated annealing in fig. 3c some representative samples of 
the segmentation process are shown, each taken at a different value 
of the temperature parameter T. At Τ -20 randomness dominates 
the process to such an extent that mainly noisy patterns are gen­
erated. constrained by the supports of the functions p,{k) and the 
thresholds imposed through the intensity distributions p[y,\k). The 
sample at T- 1 shows that the process converges here to a labeling 
which closely resembles the ICM result. Only the segmentation of 
the pancreas (dotted) shows a major difference. 
Error fractions were calculated for each scene, regarding the ra­
diologist's contours as being correct. For each class к both the 
fractions of falsi4 negatives (?i ) and false positives (r/, ) were com­
puted. taken relatively to the number of voxels of class к in the 'true' 
segmentation. Mean error fractions were obtained subsequently by 
averaging over all 18 scenes, Thev aie listed in table 2 for both 
the two ICM variations with different field strengths, for simulated 
annealing, and for the initial iudividal labeling. In addition, a more 
detailed presentation of the results obtained by stochastic relaxation 
is given in table 3. The annealing results werf1 obtained by running 
80 iteration eveles. decreasing Τ bv Τ -- 1 'en. with n the number 
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V -»::» ІГ* 
Figure 3a. Paît of a scan sequence· (top row) and it's segmentation. 
The second low shows the Чпіе' outlines of the spleen, left kidney. 
and pancreas, pmvided bv a radiologist. The third and fourth row 
respectivelv show the initial segmentation of these organs and the 
result of'ICM (8 cycles). 
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F i g u r e 3b. True outlines of liljs, spine and fai inside the abdomen 
(hist nnv). and <ontra!>t Huid, ail inside, and fat outside the lib tage 
(thiid κην). The second and touifh row show IC'M segmentation 
lesults alter S < \i les 
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F i g u r e 3c. Segmentation bv simulated annealing. Samples of the 
labeling process are shown for Τ ~ 20 (top). Τ — 7, Γ 5 and Τ = 1 
(bottom), foi the spleen, pam rea* and kulnev. 
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class 10 11 12 
Initial Segmentation 
I 
η I 2.1 5 9 0.7 11.5 57 2 9 6 
sci ! 1.3 3 3 1 1 4.0 14« 5 1 
5.3 
3 0 
11.1 
2.3 
1 6 
1.5 
E = 7 21 ( 4 d l 8 1 ) 
7.7 0.0 0.7 
6.2 O.O 0 8 
id 
1.9 4 7 14 13 0 33 2 25 9 9.4 
14 4 7 3.3 5.1 25 5 0.4 5.0 
12.4 3.7 2.9 0.8 0.1 
9 0 S.6 2.2 1.6 0.1 
η 
id 
¡ n , 
id 
• 
H -
sti 
η l· 
sd 
}l 
ыі 
1) " 
vl 
1. s. 
! ICM 
2.4 
1.3 
ι i s 
' 1 2 
with A, 
5.2 
3.5 
3 8 
3.0 
0.5 
0 8 
0.P 
2 9 
ICM witli A, 
3.3 
2 2 
1 
! 1.2 
1 1 
3 3 
3..2 
5.0 
4.9 
0 6 
1.1 
0.9 
2 8 
- I n p , 
6 4 50 5 
4 7 20 0 
7.8 22 4 
3.4 22 3 
- <K A, -. -
8,6 48 8 
3 5 213 
5 7 24.6 
2.5 24 0 
Simulated Annealing 
2.7 
1 5 
1 ' ' 
' 0 4 
pine 
5 2 
3 8 
1 2 
34 
5. pancreas 
9. fat inside 
0 7 
1.0 
10 
2 8 
7 0 38 3 
4.0 23 7 
5 2 32 2 
3.0 28.7 
2. ribs 
С kidneys 
10. fat ouside 
4 8 
5 6 
9.1 
« 0 
-•3G 
5.9 
5.2 
77 
4 7 
5 9 
5.7 
В 9 
5 9 
3. 
7. 
11 
3.7 
2.8 
10.0 
5.2 
3 5 
2.7 
11.1 
5.0 
3.2 
2 6 
10.8 
5 4 
8.9 
2.1 
10.7 
7.8 
9.1 
1.0 
U 3 
7.2 
9.8 
2 8 
9.3 
6 6 
1.9 
1 5 
3 0 
2 4 
3 0 
1.9 
2 9 
2 3 
2 4 
1.5 
2.0 
2.Í 
contrast fluid 
rest outside 
air inside 
E = 
6.5 
5.7 
3.S 
2 5 
E -
6 1 
5.4 
5.9 
3 3 
E 
5 4 
5 8 
4.7 
2 5 
4. 
8. 
и 
I 
5.63 (sd 1.84) i 
0.0 0 5 ι 
0.0 0 6 
0.4 0.0 
0.6 0.0 
j 
5.90 (id 1.60) , 
0.0 0 S 
0.0 0 6 
O.l 0 0 
0.6 0.Q 
5.47 (sd 1.56) 
0 0 0 5 
O.O 0 6 
0.3 0 0 
0 5 0.0 
spleen 
rest inside 
. air outside 
Table 2. Mean percentages íncorrecth- labeled voxeh. taken relative 
to the 4true" number of vox-els in each of the segmented classes. Missed 
voxels are denoted bv 11- and false positives hy η-К Below each mean 
value the standard deviation is given. Values of E are the mean total 
error percentages. 
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__. J. 
1 , 599 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
I 7 
; » 
9 
10 
и 
12 
5 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
7 
360 
4 
0 
0 
0 
3 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
3 
616 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
775 
1 
1 
4 
34 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
153 
0 
0 
78 
Ü 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
0 
3 
s 
333 
3 
15 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7 
8 
10 
0 
0 
0 
3 
1154 
96 
0 
0 
0 
0 
8 
2 
2 
0 
54 
82 
20 
29 
202) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1509 
il 
0 
0 
10 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
30 
664 
0 
0 
11 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
653 
2 
'Λ. 
1 
0 ! 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 ' 
0
 1 0 ! 
0 ' 
0 
ol 007 
Table 3. Confusion matrix calculated for simulated annealing re­
sulti). The rows represent mean numbers of voxels belonging to the 
same true class» as fractions У 10 4. 
of the iteration cycle and r— 02 . 
Percentages of labels changed in one cycle were kept during re­
laxation. Averaged over the whole set, for the first four cycles of 
ICM percentages of changes are 3.4, 0.9, 0.4 and 0.2. Convergence 
was mostly readied in about eight cycles. For simulated annealing 
the mean percentage of changed labels in one cycle dropped from 
25% at rt-1 to about 2% at τι =30, after which a slow decrease fol­
lowed to 0.4% at 7i 80. After TÌ=70 no further improvement of the 
mean error fractions was achieved. 
6. DISCUSSION 
The experimental results in table 2 show that the initial maxi-
mum likelihood labeling already is rather good, especially as far as 
the the separation of contrast, spine, and ribs and the distinction 
between hi- and outside of the abdomen is concerned. Improvement 
of the labeling during relaxation concentrates mainly on the inter-
nal organ classes four five aud six and the rest class eight, obviously 
because these have large overlaps of their intensity distributions as 
well as their spatial probability functions. Apart from the pancreas 
the results look promising. Localization of the pancreas is a difficult 
task indeed, also for the human eye. Usually contrast is adininis-
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tered in CT studies involving this organ to increase it's visibiUty. 
It appears that, differences between mean results of the two ver-
sions of ICM are not large, although the parameters A,(k} being 
used are very dissimilar. Mean errors for spleen and kidney are 
comparable, while for some other classes (e.g. fat and spine) results 
appear to be somewhat better when the external field is used at 
it's initial strength. This indicates that during ICM maximization 
the influence of the external field is relatively small, provided the 
initial segmentation has been established using Ai — hip,. Seem-
ingly. noigbour interaction largely dominates in the search for a local 
maximum of the posterior distribution, being strong enough also to 
prevent the labeling to drift away too much when the external field 
constraints are relaxed by using (9). It is noted that for most classes 
the standard deviations of the error percentages are lower when (9) 
is used. This siipports the suggestion made earlier that such a field 
permits more freedom to detect rare cases. 
Simulated annealing results for spleen and kidney appear to be 
somewhat better than those obtained by ICM, while for the other 
classes results are about the same. This proves that convergence to 
a more global maximum of the posterior p(X\Y) yields a better es-
timate. Thus, global characteristics of the prior models being used 
are good enough to justify the more advanced stochastic maximiza-
tion procedure. However, the computational investment needed is 
huge. Perhaps by optimization of the external field strength applied 
during annealing some further improvement may be obtained. 
For simulated annealing a more detailed presentation of results is 
shown in table 3. It appears that classification errors not involving 
the rest class eight are surprisingly small. For instance, the spleen 
and kidney are seldom confused, although they frequently lie against 
each other. Partly this is imposed by the choice of the interaction 
parameters, which somewhat stimulates class eight in between these 
two organs. This may be advantageous if further improvement of 
the labeling is aimed at by processing of the result afterwards. The 
re«t class can be separately considered then, keeping the rest of the 
labeling fixed. 
By taking a closer look at individual cases it became apparent 
that larger errors especially occur in case of outlyers. such as a scan 
soc|ueiice of a small child and a case showing an extremely enlarged 
spleen. Presumablv some of such errors can be easily reduced if dif-
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ferait models are constructed to account for differences with respect 
to age or sex. Also when streak artifacts occur due to imperfect im­
age reconstruction results are not optimal. This may be understood 
from the fact that in that case the assumption expressed in eq. (2) 
is violated. 
For the spleen the application of the segmentation method can 
be compared to the one described in the previous chapter. There 
are four main differences. In this chapter 1) the scene is segmented 
into twelve classes instead of two, 2) no predetermined search space 
is used, 3) the prior model p(X) is defined in three dimensions. 
and 4) the intensity distributions are updated during the labeling 
process, where a normal distribution for the spleen is only assumed 
in the initial estimation of the grey-value distributions. Avoiding 
the use of a predefined search space means an important simplifica­
tion of the method, because sequential determination of the rib cage 
boundary by interpolation is unnecesary then. On the other hand. 
for segmentation of the spleen this puts larger demands on the la­
beling algorithm as the spleen's boundary and the ribcage outline 
often partly coincide. 
For comparison of the splenic segmentation results the sum of the 
mean percentages of false negatives and false positives will be used. 
Using the method of chapter IV this error was 18.4 (sd 5.2)%. Re­
sults obtained here appear to be some more accurate: 14.2 (sd 4.4)% 
resp. 14.3 (sd 3.5}% for the two versions of ICM and 12.2 (sd 4.2)% 
for simulated annealing. This is also the case when voxels at the 
'true' boundary, which are ambiguous by their very nature, are ex­
cluded in calculating the error fractions, yielding a measure which 
takes into account only more severe deviations (see chapter IV). 
Here the sum of these modified errors n'_ and n[
r
 is 6.4 (sd 3.7)% 
resp. 6.1 (sd 3.0)% for ICM with A, - 1пр
г
 and ICM using A, 
defined by (9). and 4.8 (sd 3.5)% for simulated annealing. In the 
previous chapter this error was 7.2 (sd 4.5)%. 
Comparison of the spleen's segmentation with the results ob­
tained by the sequential method of chapter III is complicated by 
the fact that these wore not calculated in the same way as the re­
sults presented here. Because the splenic reference contours were 
not yet digitized then, error fractions wore determined manually 
from printed output of the segmentation results, on which the ra­
diologist's contours were designated by hand. Only those misclassi-
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ficd sites were counted which didn't contact the reference contours. 
Therefore comparison with the modified error fractions n'_ and n^ 
seems appropriate. Recalling the sum of the error fractions using 
the sequential method of chapter III was 8 (sd 4) %, the statistical 
approach described here appears to yield better results. As far as 
segmentation of the ribs and spine is concerned performance of the 
sequential approach is about equally well. However, segmentation of 
bony parts near the spine and determination of the ribcage outline 
is solved much moro elegantly in the statistical approach. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
The statistical method for segmentation in medical images, which 
was proposed in the previous chapter, has been studied in it's ap-
plication to recognition of organs in CT-scans. Simultaneous seg-
mentation of twelve different classes was performed, using a three-
diineiisioiicü prior distribution. For most tissue classes the accuracy 
of the segmentation results seems high enough for many clinical 
applications, like determination of relative organ volumes. No ac-
curate segmentation of the pancreas could be achieved, which is not 
surprising as in a number of cases also visually this organ could 
hardly be localized. 
Segmentation of the spleen could be improved compared to the 
results of chapters III and IV. in spite of the fact that no predeter-
mined search space1 was used. This demonstrates that by introduc-
ing moie tissue classes the time-consuming sequential analysis of 
the skeleton, for definition of a search space, can be avoided. This 
importantlv simplifies the method, increasing it's flexibility. The 
onlv sequen) ial. less general procedures still needed are those which 
détermine reference points fur normalization of scale and position 
of the scans. 
An impoitant aspect of the procedure proposed is it's suitabil-
ity for uupleinentation of learning. In that respect the method is 
clearly superior to the sequential approach described in chapter III. 
It has been shown that given a labeled reference set. general and 
straightforwaid procedures can be applied to gather and store a pri-
ori knowledge in the shapes of prior probability distributions. These 
«list rilnit ions can be used directly in the segmentation algorithm. 
KveuUmllw after this initial learning stage automatic updating of 
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the prior distributions is possible, using segmentations produced by 
the algorithm itself. 
Both the performance of stochastic maximization by simulated 
annealing and deterministic optimization by ICM have been inves-
tigated. Mean results obtained by simulated annealing appear to be 
somewhat better. The impact of the choice of the relation between 
prior probability functions and external field strength was studied 
for ICM maximization. It was found that by relaxing the constraints 
imposed by this field, after obtaining the initial segmentation, the 
standard deviations of the mean error fractions tend to decrease. 
Optimization of the external field parameters for stochastic relax-
ation is a topic which needs further research. 
Very fast implementation of the segmentation method is possi-
ble, due to the parallel nature of the algorithm. The speed decreases 
about linear with the number of classes involved. 
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Summary 
Progress in the development of digital pictorial information sys-
tems stimulates a growing interest in the use of image analysis tech-
niques in medicine. Especially when precise quantitative informa-
tion is required the rise of fast and reproducible computer analysis 
may be more appropriate than relying on visual judgement only. 
Such quantitative information can be valuable, for instance, in di-
agnostics or in irradiation therapy planning. As medical images are 
mostly recorded in a prescribed way, human anatomy guarantees a 
common image structure for each particular type of exam. In this 
thesis it is investigated how to make use of this a priori knowledge 
to guide image analysis. For that purpose models are developed 
which are suited to capture common image structure. 
The first part of this study is devoted to an analysis of nuclear 
medicine images of myocardial perfusion In chapter II a model of 
these images is designed, in order to represent characteristic image 
properties by sets of parameters defining variations from the com-
mon image structure. A mean normal image could be determined, 
after normalizing image descriptions obtained from a given refer-
ence set. By matching mean normal parameter values with a set 
of normal and pathological cases the diagnostic importance of the 
image properties could be analytically determined. Furthermore it 
is shown that images can be reconstructed from their parameter 
descriptions with goud resemblance to the originals. This was used 
to compose an artificial set of iinages. with which an experiment 
could be performed for estimation of the impact of image features 
on human visual analysis. Results of both methods for diagnostic 
feature evaluation corresponded. 
Possibilities for automatic interpretation of more complex im-
ages is investigated in the following chapters. The central topic is 
recognition of organs, or tissues, which is a main issue in medical im-
age analysis. Two model-based segmentation methods are proposed 
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and tested on a set of eighteen abdominal CT scan-sequences.. 
In chapter ΙΠ a sequential approach to the segmentation prob­
lem is described. Relational constraints are used to guide image 
processing and to classify isolated image segments. An important 
feature of the method is the use of search areas. Time consum­
ing. data directed operations are restricted to these areas, instead 
of being applied to the whole image. Search areas for particular 
anatomical structures are determined by constraints, derived from 
1) a model of the imaged scene and 2) results already obtained in 
the recognition process. The method has been succesfully applied 
to recognition of the spleen. 
In the chapter IV and V a more general, parallel approach is 
utilized. It is assumed that the imaged scene is a realisation of a 
locally dependent Markov random field, in which local interactions 
are delined to model adjacency relations between different tissues. 
Λ stochaststic geometrical model, used to represent prior know­
ledge about the spatial arrangement of organs, is implemented as a 
spatially dependent external field. Using some predetermined ref­
erence points this external field is scaled and positioned for each 
individual scan sequence. In fact this field is a generaliísation of the 
search areas used in chapter III. In addition to the scene model the 
image formation process is modelled by a set of grey value distribu-
tions representing X-rav absorbtion properties of each of the tissue 
classes to be segmented. The actual segmentation is performed by a 
relaxation mechanism. By iteratively updating the labels of image 
sites the most probable segmentation is searched for. given the prior 
models and the image data. 
In chapter IV an application of the method to segmentation 
of the spleen is presented, given the rib cage outline has already 
been determined by the method of' chapter III. In chapter V this 
application is extended to siumltaneous segmentation of the left part 
of the abdomen into twelve classes, including the spleen, kidney, 
pancreas, and skeleton parts Furthermore, in this chapter both 
the performance of a fast delerniinistic relaxation scheme and a 
more sophisticated stochastic updating rule are compared. Results 
appear to be somewhat better for stochastic optimization. Mean 
results of the spleen's segmentation could be improved with respect 
to those obtained in the two previous chapters. 
Compared to the sequential approach described in chapter III 
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the statistical approach advocated in the two last chapters turns 
out to be superior for various reasons. In the first place it's results 
appear to be some more accurate. Secondly, the statistical approacli 
is much more flexible, as it is very well suited for learning. Thirdly, 
while tissues are segmented simultaneously no predefinition of an 
order of evaluation of different image components is required. This 
enables better performance in case a contour between regions is ill-
defined, as the pior models of each of the regions may influence the 
result in a process of local competition. Finally, due to it's parallel 
nature the latter approach can be implemented much faster. 

Samenvatting 
Reconte ontwikkelingen op het gebied van digitale beeldverwerk-
ende systemen stimuleren een toenemende interesse in klinische toe-
passing van geautomatiseerde beeldanalyse. Nauwkeiirige quanti-
tatieve gegevens, verkregen door snelle en reproduceerbare beeld-
analyse m.b.v. een computer, kunnen een nuttige aanvulling vor-
men op visueel verkregen informatie. Dergelijke gegevens kunnen 
bijvoorbeeld van dienst zijn bij het stellen van diagnosen of bij 
radiotherapie-planning. Omdat medische beelden, gegeven een be-
paald onderzoek, meestal worden opgenomen volgens een vast pro-
tocol, waarborgt de overeenkomst in afgebeelde anatomie een grote 
onderlinge gelijkenis van de beelden. In dit proefschrift wordt be-
schreven hoe van deze gemeenschappelijke beeldstructuur gebruik 
kan worden gemaakt om het beeldanalyse proces te sturen. Daartoe 
zijn modellen ontwikkeld waarin deze gemeenschappelijke structuur 
gerepresenteerd kan worden. 
Het eerste deel van dit onderzoek is gewijd aan de modellering 
van betrekkelijk eenvoudige myocard scintigramnien, die de door-
bloeding van de hartspier in beeld brengen (hoofdstuk II). Karak-
teristieke kenmerken van deze beelden worden beschreven door mid-
del van parameters, die specifieke variaties op de gemeenschapelijke 
beeldstructuur weergeven. Uitgaande van een set normale scinti-
grannnon zijn na normalisatie van de verkregen beeldbeschrijvin-
gen gemiddeld normale parameter waarden bepaald. Door deze te 
vergelijken met een reeks normale en pathologisdic gevallen kon de 
diagnostische waarde van de beschreven beeldkonmerken analytisch 
worden bepaald. Voorts blijkt reconstructie van de beelden uit de 
compacto parameter beschrijvingen good mogelijk te zijn. Hiervan 
werd gebruik gemaakt door een reeks kunstmatige boelden te gene-
reren, vvaaimoe do invloed van de verschillende beeldkenmerken op 
visueel gestelde diagnosen werd onderzocht. Resultaten van beide 
methoden vooi schatting van de diagnostishe waarde van beeld-
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kenmerken blijken overeen te stemmen. 
Mogelijkheden voor automatische interpretatie van meer com-
plexe beelden is het onderwerp van studie in de volgende hoofd-
stukken. Het centrale probleem is de herkenning van organen of 
weefsels, tot nog toe een struikelblok in de ontwikkeling van meer 
geavanceerde medische beeldanalyse systemen. Twee segmentatie 
methodieken werden uitgewerkt en toegepast op een serie CT op-
namen van de buik. 
In hoofdstuk III is een sequentiële segmentatie methode beschre-
ven. Hierin worden ruimtelijke relaties tussen de verschillende or-
ganen gebruikt om beeldbewerkingen te sturen en om geisoleerde 
beeldsegnienten te classificeren. Een belangrijk kenmerk van de 
methode is het gebruik van zoek-gebieden. Tijdrovende beeldbe-
werkingen worden beperkt tot deze gebieden, in plaats van toepas-
sing op het gehele beeld. Zoek-gebieden voor bepaalde organen 
worden afgeleid uit 1) een model van de afgebeelde werkelijkheid en 
2) de locatie van reeds gedetecteerde structuren. De methode werd 
met succes toegepast op segmentatie van de milt. 
In hoofdstuk IV en V is een meer algemene, parallelle methode 
uitgewerkt. Hierbij is verondersteld dat. de afgebeelde anatomie een 
realisatie is van oen lokaal afhankelijk Markov void, waarin lokale in-
teracties zijn gedefinieerd voor modellering van relaties tussen aan 
elkaar grenzende weefsels. Een stochastisch model dat de ligging 
van do verschillende weefsels representeert wordt vertegenwoordigt 
door een inhoinogeen extern veld. Dit veld is in feite eon généra-
lisât io van do zook-gebiodon die gebruikt werden in hoofdstuk III. 
Naast hot ruimtelijke anatomische modol is voor iedere weefsel cate-
goric cou intonsitoits verdeling vastgelegd, die het afboeldiiigs procos 
modelleert De eigenlijke sogmeiitatio wordt uitgevoerd door middel 
van oen relaxatie mechanisme Door iteratief de classiiicatie van ilo 
booldpimtcu aan te passen wordt de meest waarschijnlijke segmen-
tatie gezocht, gegeven hot beokhnodel en het beeld. Voorafgaand 
aan dive itérât ievo promluio wordt hot externe veld geschaald en 
gepositioneerd, on worden de intonsitoits verdelingen geschat. 
In hoofdstuk IV woull de methode toegepast op segment at ie van 
de milt. gogovon dat oen zoek-gebiod roods bepaald is door analyse 
\au hot skelet mot behulp van de methode van hoofdstuk III In 
hoofdstuk Y is deze toepassing uitgebreid naar simultane segmen-
tatie van Iwaalf vorsehillonde weefsel klassen in do linker helft van 
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het abdomen, waaronder de milt, nier, pancreas en skelet delen. 
Voorts wordt ín dit hoofdstuk een snelle, maar deterministische re-
laxatie procedure vergeleken met en meer geavanceerde stochastis-
che optimalisatie. Resultaten verkregen met stochastische relaxatie 
blijken iets nauwkeuriger. Gemiddelde resultaten voor segmentatie 
van de milt konden verbeterd worden in vergelijking ruul de resul-
taten in de twee voorgaande hoofdstukken. 
Vergeleken met de sequentiële benadering beschreven in hoofd-
stuk III kan gesteld worden dat de statistische benadering beschre-
ven in het laatste hoofdstuk superieur is. In de, eerste plaats blij-
ken segmentatie resultaten wat nauwkeuriger te zijn. Ten tweede 
is de statistische methode meer flexibel. Het gebruikte beeldmodel 
kan grotendeels vrij eenvoudig geleerd worden uit een set gelabelde 
voorbeelden. Ten derde is geen vooraf bepaalde volgorde nodig voor 
segmentatie van verschillende weefsels, wat wel het geval is bij de se-
quentiële methode. Bij simultane segmentatie kan ook een beter re-
sultaat verwacht worden. Wanneer een grens tussen gebieden slecht 
gedefinieerd is kunnen modellen van elk van deze gebieden gelijk-
tijdig een rol spelen, in een proces van lokale competitie. Tenslotte 
heeft de statistische methode als voordeel dat het parallelle karakter 
zeer snelle implementatie mogelijk maakt. 
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STELLINGEN 
behorende bij het proefschrift. 
INTERPRETATION OF MEDICAL IMAGES BY 
MODEL GUIDED ANALYSIS 
1. Voor analyse van meer complexe beelden is een sterke ver-
wevenheid van beeldseginentatie en beeldinterpretatie onont-
koombaar. 
2. Simultane segmentatie van beeldconiponenten is veelal nood-
zakelijk. omdat sequentiële analyse een rangorde in de te on-
derscheiden componenten veronderstelt die in het algemeen 
niet eigen is aan de natuur van een beeld. 
3. Het gebruik van computers in de klinische routine voor quan-
titatieve analyse van beelden wordt pas aantrekkelijk wan-
neer hierbij geen, of slechts minimale menselijke tussenkomst 
vereist is. 
4. Behalve dat moderne Іаьег printers veel fotografisch werk over­
bodig maken, maken ze het soms ook onmogelijk, gezien het 
feit (Lit in hoge resolutie gerasterde figuren fotografisch nauwe­
lijks te verwerken zijn. 
5. Gezien de snelheid waannee de nederlandse bossen afsterven 
каі het spoedig rendabel zijn over te gaan op hout -gestookte 
energiecentrales. 
6. Door het amateurisme dat veel van de betere popmuziek juist 
zo typeert te verhullen, door toepassing van technische hoog­
standjes in de opnamestudio's, wordt afbreuk gedaan aan deze 
muzieksoort. 
7. Het enige principe dat de vooruitgang niet tegenhoudt luidt: 
Alles is mogelijk. 
Paul Feiei abend 
Nijmegen, januari 1989 
Nico Kaïssemeijei. 



